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Abstract 
 

Nowadays, most of the companies believe that a data – driven business model provides significant 

competitive advantages.  The purpose of this research study is to identify the key success factors 

for transformation to a data – driven company. First, the main characteristics of a data - driven 

business and challenges emerging in the transformation were described.  Then, the factors, that 

help to overcome these challenges and lead to a successful data – driven change, were identified 

based on the qualitative analysis of the data collected through five semi – structured interviews 

with the managers and data specialists who implemented such initiatives in their companies.  The 

results include the factors related to people, processes, technology and data dimensions in the 

organizations. These factors can be used as guidelines for the broad range of the companies 

considering transformation to a data – driven business model and, also, as a reference point for 

further studies.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Research Background 
 

The idea of the project is based on the researcher’s professional experience gained from work in 

the position of Data Architect on the data related projects in two companies.  Becoming “data – 

driven” is one of the central objectives for companies over the past decade. The organizations try 

to treat data as an asset and adjust their strategies to emphasize data analytics.  McKinsey Global 

Institute states that “data –driven organizations are now 23 times more likely to acquire customers, 

6 times as likely to retain customers, and 19 times as likely to be profitable as a result” 

(MicroStrategy, 2019). Data analytics helps to identify new opportunities for the business. It is 

valuable for reducing costs, more effective decision – making and identifying new products and 

services. Modern technologies (various Business Intelligence and Big Data tools), their speed, 

efficiency, availability, and digitalization of processes provide modern companies with enormous 

capabilities to implement a data – driven business model.  

Data – driven companies have significant competitive advantages. First, these companies have a 

consistent business model. They can track all changes, issues, success solutions over time and, 

based on this information, predict future trends.  Secondly, the data – driven processes increase 

awareness and transparency across an organization. The employees better understand the reasons 

why sales are going up or down, level of customer loyalty, the issues existing across various 

departments.  Additionally, data – driven organizations through using historical, real – time and 

predictive data become more proactive and responsive. Development of new products, services, 

initiatives and offerings are more advanced in such companies. Finally, decisions that are made 

based on facts and data are fast and confident. 
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However, during this journey to the data-driven maturity companies face numerous challenges. 

The last studies show that the leading companies have been failing in their attempts to become 

“data – driven”. According to Big Data and AI Executive Survey 2019, the percentage of firms 

identifying themselves as being data – driven has declined from 37,1% in 2017 to 31 % this year, 

and at the same time, investments in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence projects have been 

increasing (Harvard Business Review, 2019). The majority of executives conclude that the 

business adoption of Big Data initiatives is the main challenge. They emphasize that this challenge 

is more related to people and processes rather than to technology.  Additionally, the failure of some 

high - profile digital transformations in such companies as GE, Nike or Procter & Gamble, has led 

company managers to be cautious of transformational initiatives.  

The appearance of the NoSQL and other Big Data platforms have changed the thinking about 

traditional data management (Donde, 2015). The amount of data is significantly increasing in 

business and society. The data initiatives are complex, and sometimes, very expensive.  According 

to the survey conducted by Accenture, among the challenges, companies face, are lack of 

appropriate analytical tools, lack of analytical skills, different data issues and siloed structure of 

an organization (The Data - Driven Transformation, 2018, p.4). These projects have their specifics; 

therefore, it is crucial to apply the systematic approach and consider different factors to build a 

successful data – driven company. The organizations need to understand why the data initiatives 

are failing and what actions must be taken to overcome issues in the transformation process.  

1.2 Research Question and Objectives 
 

Most of the companies of different sizes understand that to remain competitive they must become 

data – driven. But how exactly a company can achieve this. According to (Dunne, cited in 

Anamallah and Nurhidayah, 2018) “change management is an organized process for change 
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initiative and striking a balance between environment and business practices”.  The main purpose 

of this project is to identify the key factors that lead companies to the data – driven maturity.  The 

study answers the following research question: What are success factors for moving towards a 

data – driven company? 

This research investigates the successful transformation from a traditional business model to a data 

– driven business model by organizations of different sizes and business domains. The success 

factors are considered in conjunction with the common issues which arise in this type of initiative.  

The following specific objectives have been established for this study: 

1. Research on the existing challenges in the transformation to a data – driven business 

model. To get a clear view on the characteristics of a data – driven company and data – 

driven maturity of a company;  to understand the issues that the organizations face during 

a data – driven change. 

2. Identification of the key success factors which lead to the data – driven maturity.  To 

investigate and describe the factors which determine the success of data – driven initiatives 

through interviewing the companies about their data – driven practices.  

3. Identification of the benefits and limitations of the suggested factors.  Based on the 

primary research findings and literature review, to discuss how the identified success 

factors can help in overcoming challenges and what limitations exist.   

1.3 Scope of the Research 
 

This research considers the organizations which already have some level of data – driven maturity. 

The data specialists and managers in these companies have knowledge and experience to inform 

important facets related to the data – driven transformation. This study focuses on the different 
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aspects of data – driven initiatives: technology and non – technology related.  The aim is to identify 

and describe the set of factors considering them in a comprehensive manner. The influence of data 

– driven initiatives on various business processes in companies is analysed.  The real practices of 

data – driven transformation and how humans interpret them as main decision - makers are 

important for this study.  

The researcher does not focus on the specific industry or specific size of the companies as the main 

aim of the study is to describe general principals of successful transformations that may be applied 

to a wide range of organizations.   

1.4 Research Rationale  
 

In recent years, a lot of literature about how important data for a modern company appear.  

However, no formal approaches or frameworks for building a data – driven company exist.  The 

current literature more focuses on the characteristics of a data – driven company and its benefits 

rather than on the factors which lead to a successful data – driven business model.  One of the 

latest papers in this area presented the thorough data maturity assessment model which includes 

ten dimensions such as data, metrics, skills, technology, leadership, culture, strategy, agility, 

integration and empowerment (Buitelaar, 2018). According to the previous research, the 

transformation from a classical organization to a data – driven one incorporates two problem 

statements: what you want to become and how you are going to do this.  The proposed maturity 

model helped to solve only the first problem: what you want to become, therefore for future work 

the author of this model suggests research on the factors that lead to the advanced data – driven 

maturity of a company and covers the second problem statement.  
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Description of the experience of the professionals, who have already implemented the data - driven 

change in their companies, will give a better understanding of the overall transformation process 

and point out the key success factors which should be considered by businesses who intend to have 

the higher level of data – driven maturity. Many companies implementing a data – driven business 

model, focus only on technology aspects or consider only short – term business goals that leads to 

the failure of data initiatives in most of the cases. This research suggests taking a comprehensive 

view of the factors affecting transformation success.  The researcher identifies in the current study 

the technology and non – technology related factors.     

1.5 The Structure of the Dissertation 

 

This dissertation has the following structure: 

Chapter 1 provides information about the research background, introduces the research question 

and specific objectives of the study. It covers the scope of the dissertation and research rationale.  

Chapter 2 contains a review of three main themes in the existing literature – consulting reports, 

conferences, academic journals and books. The first theme provides a better understanding of data, 

business intelligence and data project management.  The second theme defines and analyses the 

main characteristics of a data – driven company. The final theme discusses numerous obstacles 

existing in  transformation to a data – driven business model. The purpose of this chapter is to 

collect secondary data for the research and to identify the main areas which are under investigation 

in this study.  

Chapter 3 defines the research design, choices, data collection and analysis techniques for this 

study.  The researcher justifies the choice of qualitative methodology and describes the process of 

conducting interviews to collect the primary data for the study. The Grounded Theory as a primary 
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data analysis method for this research is presented; the reasons for choosing this theory are stated. 

In the last part of this chapter, research ethics and methodology limitations are discussed.  

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the collected data and formulates findings based on the primary 

data from the interviews.  It reports the key success factors for transformation to a data – driven 

business model by utilising six steps of thematic analysis.  

Chapter 5 contains the discussion of the results and conclusion. It summarizes the main findings 

and discusses them in relation to the literature.  The strengths and weaknesses of the research are 

emphasized. In the last part of this chapter, the possible applications and implications of the study 

are presented and the recommendations for future studies are provided.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

2.1  Introduction 
 

According to (Remenyi, Williams, Money et al., cited in Wotela 2016) literature review 

component is used to identify and analyze concepts introduced and applied in other parts of the 

research report.  Literature review provides an understanding of research problem in context, 

justifies the research, presents the research gap through critical evaluation of existing research 

studies and finally develops a framework for interpretation empirical research findings 

(Badenhorst, cited in Wotela 2016).  This chapter considers the concepts and terms related to the 

problem of transformation from a traditional business model to a data – driven business model in 

a company.   It includes three main parts. 

The first part defines data, business intelligence and information project management. It provides 

the difference between data and insights, describes current trends in the management of 

information projects and principals of data governance.  

The second part investigates the main characteristics of a data – driven company.  It considers the 

frameworks that companies can apply to assess their current level of data – driven maturity. This 

section provides the understanding of  the main aspects of a data – driven company.  It presents 

the concepts supporting the understanding of what areas of a company should be involved into a 

transformation initiative.  The term of a full data – driven maturity is also considered in this section.  

The final part of the chapter investigates various challenges emerging during transformation to a 

data – driven business model.  It reviews the issues raised and discussed in the past and current 

research studies.  This analysis helps to identify the most critical areas in data – driven initiatives. 
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The section provides the systematization of the existing challenges, presenting them not in 

isolation, but in a comprehensive manner.  

2.2   Data as a Foundation of Transformation to a Data – Driven Business Model 
 

2.2.1 Data and Business Intelligence  

 

In the modern world, the amount of data grows exponentially, in part because of  the Internet of 

Things (IoT),  modern data mining techniques, the proliferation of sensors and other automated 

data collection tools. Due to this, federal agencies and businesses are looking for  ways to generate 

insights from enterprise data. The traditional knowledge pyramid is a popular way to explain 

hierarchical  relationships between data, information, knowledge and wisdom (see Figure 1).   

 

 

Figure 1 Traditional Knowledge Pyramid (Frické, 2007) 

Data is unprocessed, raw facts in the form of numbers or text.  Information presents organized data 

which have some context. Knowledge is information that provides insight and understanding into 
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something. The final layer is wisdom, which is presenting knowledge as a framework that can be  

applied to various situations.  

Nowadays, most of the companies deal with two types of data: Traditional Data and Big Data.  

(Rajendran et al., 2016) define these two categories of data and compare them (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 Comparison of Traditional Data and Big Data (Rajendran et al., 2016) 

Thus, “Data becomes big data when the volume, velocity, and/or variety of data gets to the point 

where it is too difficult or too expensive for traditional systems to handle.” (Trujillo et al., 2015).  

However, (Mayer – Schönberger and Cukier cited in Press 2014) believe that there is no clear 
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definition of Big Data category, therefore describes it in the following way: “The ability of society 

to harness information in novel ways to produce useful insights or goods and services of significant 

value”.  

As was mentioned above, data is only raw facts and to be able to increase business value and 

overall effectiveness companies are looking for new and innovative ways to convert data into 

insights.  The processes, architecture, best practices that help companies to transform data into 

meaningful information are defined as Business Intelligence (Tableau Software, 2019). There are 

numerous Business Intelligence platforms exist currently on the market. (Needleman and 

Sternitzke, 2018) divide them into two types: traditional and modern platforms. Traditional 

platforms are used more than 20 years and provide historical reporting and ad-hoc analysis 

capabilities mostly based on structured data.  The central element of such platforms is usually a 

centralized data storage as an Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW).  The appearance of large 

volumes of unstructured data and various obstacles to handle it led to the development of modern 

Business Intelligence platforms.  These platforms already answer the questions:  “What is 

happening, what will happen, and why?” providing predictive analytics capabilities.  The central 

element for  modern Business Intelligence platforms is usually Hadoop‘s Distributed File System 

(HDFS) or Data Lakes.  The Business Intelligence infrastructure in many companies integrates 

both solutions – traditional and modern (see Figure 3).  
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Figure 3 Traditional and Modern BI Functions (Needleman and Sternitzke, 2018) 

Thus, the companies  maintain the traditional BI functions such as Prebuilt Reports and Ad-Hoc 

Querying, mostly using Traditional Data, and invest in innovative BI functions moving to Big Data 

Analytics.    

2.2.2 Information Project Management 

 

(Bishop, 2011) in his work identifies specifics of managing data/information projects (see Figure 

4).  

 

Figure 4 Comparison of Application and Information Projects (Bishop, 2011) 
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The information projects focus on data and usually include multiple source systems.  They have 

long term and strategic focus, while application projects mostly have short – term and operational 

focus.  The data projects are optimised for reporting (data analysis) and create analytical 

capabilities. The historical data play a significant role in these projects.  The author also 

distinguishes the most important characteristic of a data project: providing business with the ability 

to answer strategic questions. The main purpose of information projects is to turn data into 

information that help increasing revenues, reducing costs, improving performance and provide a 

competitive advantage.  

(Oliveira Cordeiro, Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 2017) present the basic elements of any 

project, regardless of its nature – IT project or Information project: 

1. The concept of life cycle should be used to overcome implementation challenges. 

2. The requirements should be gathered and connected to the business objectives. 

3. The role, such as Chief Data Officer, responsible for project management should be 

identified. 

Analytics projects usually include the following layers: data gathering and storage, model 

planning, visualization and assessment, implementation.  The first layer – data gathering – includes 

two stages. First, it is important to understand business data and then to collect and verify them. 

Once data are gathered from various sources, the next step is to plan different techniques for data 

analysis - data mining, regression clustering, machine learning, etc. Visualization and assessment 

is another important step because the main goal of analytics projects is to extract valuable insights 

for effective decision – making. This step includes the development of different dashboard 

applications. The implementation stage concentrates mostly on project monitoring and gathering 

feedback.  
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Information projects start with some objectives, such as to describe the phenomenon or to predict 

some metrics. These projects run some activities which take time and require resources (Wikum, 

2016).  The most popular project management methodologies today are Waterfall and Agile 

(Alexander, 2018).  Waterfall methodology includes several phases that accomplish in a specific 

order: requirements analysis, design, testing, implementation and maintenance (see Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5 Waterfall Methodology (Alexander, 2018) 

Agile methodology is a different approach to project management. It is more suitable for projects 

which require flexibility and speed.  Agile is a very interactive approach that allows doing quick 

adjustments during a project (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6 Agile Methodology (Alexander, 2018) 

(Brocchi et al., 2016) offers agile methodology as the most suitable one for the management of 

information projects. However, (Frankováa, Drahošováb and Balcoab, 2016) state that the choice 

of the management approach for information projects should be based on consideration of the 

following aspects: size, criticality, environment dynamics, skills of people and organizational 

culture. In one case it is better to apply agile methodology, when in another one plan managed 

approach/waterfall approach is more suitable.  When a data project is big, critical to safety and 

requires complex infrastructure solutions plan managed approach should be considered. For 

smaller projects, where the main goal is to search for ways to deliver value from current business 

data, the agile approach may be more suitable. 

2.2.3 Data Governance 

 

(Powell, 2018) defines data governance as the responsibility of a person or a team to know how 

data is gathered, maintained, analysed, used in a company and what value data delivers.  The 
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importance of data governance increased due to several reasons.   First, new regulations such as 

GDPR potentially impose companies with much bigger fines. Secondly, nowadays, companies 

gather not only internal, but external data, which creates additional needs for a systematic data 

management approach. Finally, the adoption of cloud computing technologies, when data centres 

are located all over the world, also requires a high level of control.   

There are various data governance frameworks suggested by consulting companies such as PwC 

or McKinsey and data related business companies such as Oracle. The Data Governance Institute 

(DGI) offers thorough, vendor-neutral Data Governance best practices which include 12 processes 

(see Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 Data Governance Framework (The Data Governance Institute, 2019) 
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Small companies may have an informal data governance system to achieve their goals.  Bigger 

organizations already need a formal framework to manage complex data environments.  

According to (McKinsey & Company, 2018) data governance is a pre-requisite for transformation.  

The main standards, rules, responsibilities and roles should be identified. A well – structured data 

governance model helps to support the mindset change to sustain new processes.  Especially now, 

when strict data regulations are being implemented and data volumes are huge, data governance is 

not optional anymore. By 2025 there will be 25 million connected things: cars, TV, heart monitors, 

factory equipment, etc (Cbronline.com, 2019).  Each of these devices can create security 

vulnerabilities.   However, data governance covers not only privacy, compliance and data security 

aspects, but also transition data into knowledge.  According to James Tyo, vice president and chief 

data officer at Nationwide, “Data governance has far more capabilities besides improving security 

and compliance. It can create a significant amount of business value” (Cbronline.com, 2019). 

Data Governance is not an IT function anymore; many business departments participate in the 

development of data governance policies.   Regardless of the size of a company, the management 

face the following questions: "I don’t know what data I have? I don’t know where it is? And what 

can I do with it to get more value?" (Famularo, 2019).   For a company’s success is more important 

to implement data governance rather than to gather huge volumes of data.  Implementation of well 

– developed data governance model may be a good foundation for smooth data – driven 

transformation. 

2.2.4 Summary  

 

Nowadays, companies are looking for new ways to generate valuable insights from data.  There 

are two key categories of data – Traditional Data and Big Data. The existing literature gives 
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different definitions of Big Data, but none of them is rigorous.  There are different Business 

Intelligence platforms – traditional and modern which help companies transform any type of data 

into meaningful information. The platforms have four main functions: prebuilt reports, ad – hoc 

querying, data discovery and advanced analytics.  Most popular project management 

methodologies which are used in the implementation of Business Intelligence solutions in 

companies are agile and waterfall. There are some disputes in the existing literature regarding 

which approach is the most suitable for an information project.  Also, as a prerequisite for data – 

driven practices implementations, many authors identify data governance. A well – structured data 

governance model is a very important element of a corporate strategy, especially, now, when new 

data regulations are being introduced (such as GDPR) and data volumes are increasing 

significantly. 

2.3  A Data – Driven Company and Its Characteristics 
 

2.3.1 Definition of a Data – Driven Company  

 

(Anderson, 2015) gives a basic definition of a data – driven company. He suggests that a company 

can be defined as data – driven when tools, abilities and culture of an organization act on data. The 

prerequisites for a data – driven company is data collection and data access. The data – driven 

companies are involved in the following activities: 

 Continuous testing, such as A/B testing or user testing. For example, LinkedIn runs 200 

experiments per day on its website. 

 These organizations have a continuous improvement mindset.  

 The data – driven businesses use predictive modelling, forecasting sales, financial 

performance.  
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 The companies choose future options or actions based on data. 

Thus, a data – driven organization will employ data as critical evidence to create and adapt strategy 

(see Figure 8) 

 

Figure 8 The Analytics Value Chain (Anderson, 2015) 

(Morgan, 2016) identifies three following criteria of a data – driven company. First, all processes 

can be measured. Secondly, data helps to make better business decisions and reduce uncertainty. 

Finally, the core of the business strategy in such companies is data.   

Data and Analytics function in a company is more than a stack of technologies or an isolated data 

team (Carande, Lipinski and Gusher, 2017). A data – driven company incorporates data and 

analytics functions into all key processes, such as customer experience, marketing, supply chain, 

sales and others.  The main aim of data and analytics teams in data – driven organizations is not to 

perform back – office operations by using data warehouses but to be a key contributor to the 

development and implementation of the business strategy by introducing insights into different 

areas exploring internal and external environments.  

Thus, most of the discussions in the literature about the definition and characteristics of a data – 

driven company support the idea that building a data – driven ecosystem is required to focus on 

multiple components, not just on technology. However, some studies demonstrate that often 

executives still understand data – driven transformation as an implementation process of a specific 
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stack of technologies, underestimating the significance of the people and organizational 

components (Carande, Lipinski and Gusher, 2017). Gaining insight from data and using it to make 

a business decision are not the same things. Many companies are involved in analyzing data 

activities at various levels, but, unfortunately, they don’t use this analysis consistently to take 

action. The process of analyzing data can be interesting, however, it doesn’t provide value itself. 

(Halper and Stodder, 2017) state that value appears only when a company uses the results of this 

analysis for decision making. As there are many dimensions of data - driven maturity: technology 

and non – technology ones, the companies utilizing some of them are data – driven to some degree.  

2.3.2 How Data Change a Traditional Business Model 

 

A traditional business model has the following core elements - value proposition, value creation 

and value capturing (see Figure 9). Value creation presents how resources are managed in a 

company to create and deliver a defined value proposition. Value proposition defines what can be 

offered to other parties. And, value capturing describes how the value proposition is converted into 

monetary remuneration for the business.  

 

 

Figure 9 Core Elements of a Business Model (Schüritz and Satzger, 2016) 
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According to (Genennig et al., 2018) data enhance these components in five ways. First, data are 

able to influence value creation within an organization, increase the efficiency of different 

processes and support better decision making.  Second, data usage participates in value capturing. 

For example, it can be breaking into new markets which were not considered by a current model 

and create new revenue models or individual pricing for different customers. Third, the value 

proposition can be enhanced through data – based value creation. The new services can be 

introduced to the customers by implementing data analytics. Fourth, the value proposition can 

benefit from data – based value capturing. For example, additional value can be added when the 

customer special needs are taken into consideration.  Finally, when all core elements are data – 

based a new data – driven business model emerges.  In this case, a company uses full capabilities 

of data and analytics.  

(Mohr and Hürtgen, 2018) present “insights value chain” model.  This model describes capturing 

the full value from data (see Figure 10).  

 

Figure 10 Insights Value Chain (Mohr and Hürtgen, 2018) 
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Thus, this model includes five key components – data, analytics, IT, people and processes.  Data 

component includes collecting, cleaning, transforming, enriching internal and external data. Also, 

this component considers very important data privacy and data security aspects. The second 

component, Analytics, presents software that supports extracting insights from data.  IT component 

includes technical infrastructure for storing and processing data.  The fourth component is People. 

It covers the translation of data – driven insights into business actions. The final Processes 

component includes the adaptation of the internal process to deliver insights value chain at scale.  

(Anand, 2017) separates a data – driven business model from a traditional model by stating that 

data – driven culture enables innovation and makes an organization very adaptive.  Data – driven 

businesses are more aware of their customer’s needs.  Adaptive companies can respond to 

customers, partners, market changes based on insights in real-time.  Such organizations improve 

customer engagements and create more efficient service models and products.  They constantly 

ask the following questions: 

 Where did we do today? 

 Where have we been? 

 Where are we going? 

The answers are received by using Bimodal IT based on two sets of reports (see Figure 11).  

According to (Gartner IT Glossary, 2019) “Bimodal is the practice of managing two separate but 

coherent styles of work: one focused on predictability; the other on exploration.” 
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Figure 11 Bimodal Practice (Gartner IT Glossary, 2019) 

The first set of reports is core business reports, for example, daily or monthly financial reports. 

The second set of reports is experimental. They investigate marketplace activities or testing the 

theories affecting the industry.  A traditional business model usually supports only the first set of 

reports, when a data – driven model integrates two modes to have a view across the business.  

2.3.3 Maturity Models of a Data – Driven Company  

 

According to (Mhranalytics.com, 2019) data maturity describes the extent to which a company 

uses internal and external data. The companies with advanced data maturity have their processes 

heavily rely on data.  In the existing literature, the different data maturity models are presented. 

For example, (Penn, 2017) offers five stages of data maturity (see Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 Evolution of a Data-Driven Company (Penn, 2017) 

On the first stage, companies have data resistance. They justify the resistance by stating “We’ve 

always done it this way”.  The reasons for this are different: hidden performance issues, a 

misaligned strategy, etc. The second stage is Data-Aware.  Companies on this stage usually focus 

on the collection of data and aware of the potential value of data from their vendors and systems. 

The next Data – Guided stage assumes already focus on data analysis.  Such organizations achieve 

tactical value from their data. Data – Savvy companies, besides tactical value, unlock strategic 

value. They create insights trying to explain why something happened. The final Data – Driven 

stage incorporates data, analysis, insights to answer the question “what next?”.  Data in these 

organizations is a strategic asset that supports all main decisions.   

(Buitelaar, 2018) reviews in his study 8 different data maturity models (see Table 1).   
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Table 1  Data Maturity Models Review 

 

These models do not offer the assessment criteria for data maturity what makes difficult to use 

them in practice, therefore  Buitelaar develops his own, comprehensive data maturity model which 

includes 10 different dimensions: data, metrics, skills, technology, leadership, culture, strategy, 

agility, integration and empowerment (see Table 2). Considering only all these elements in 

combination a company can assess maturity level and measure the progress.  

Table 2 Data Maturity Model (Buitelaar, 2018) 
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This data maturity model suggests considering the following stages: Reporting,  Analyzing, 

Optimizing,  Empowering, Innovating. Reporting includes data visualization of a data and creation 

the basis for analytics. At the analyzing stage, a company already explore insights about the 

historical events. The optimizing stage assumes optimization of the processes based on the 

received insights. Companies, who reach empowering stage, empower employees and products 

with analytics capabilities.  At the final stage, data is used to run experiments, create innovative 

products and transform a company.   

2.3.4 Summary 

 

The data – driven ecosystem includes multiple technology and non – technology related 

components, such as data, tools, people, organizational components. Data enhance a traditional 

business model and, in case of full data maturity of a company, can replace it with a data – driven 

business model. The core components of a traditional business model – value creation, value 

capturing and value proposition are affected by data in many ways, for example, data increase the 

efficiency of internal processes, support better decision -making, create new revenue models and 

improve customer service through personalization. A data – driven culture enables innovation and 

makes an organization adaptive.  The existing literature also discusses various data maturity 

models. A data maturity model is important for the transformation process to a data – driven 

business model. It allows to answer the questions: “What you want to become” and “What level 

of data maturity you have at the current moment”. However, most of the maturity models do not 

offer assessment criteria and, due to this, they are difficult for implementation in practice.  One of 

the models which have assessment criteria is the data – driven model suggested by Buitelaar in 

2018.  It includes 10 dimensions, 6 stages and criteria elements for each dimension.  
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2.4 Existing Challenges in a Data – Driven Journey 

 

2.4.1 Identification of Main Challenges 

 

Although a data – driven culture provides a lot of advantages, creation of it is accompanied with 

various issues.  The study published by NewVantage Partners showed that there is a 16.4% drop 

in the number of data – driven companies from 2017 to 2019. They see this trend as  “a 

disappointing digital regression” (Dykes, 2019).   

(Halper and Stodder, 2017) highlights that very often non – technology factors such as 

organizational, cultural, governance, etc. are the issues on the way of becoming data – driven. 

According to the conducted survey, 42 % of respondents identified a lack of corporate strategy as 

the main barrier to being data – driven (see Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13 The Biggest Barriers to Being Data – Driven (Halper and Stodder, 2017) 

 

For the success of transformation from a traditional business model to a data – driven one is 

important to get the support of a senior executive.  Another important issue is the difficulty of 
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accessing and integrating all relevant data.  As stated earlier, data is a prerequisite for a data - 

driven company. Sometimes, this issue can be a technology challenge (the lack of appropriate 

tools), but more often is related to the skills issue. Other issues in the top 5 are data governance 

and data quality. Data quality plays a crucial role for adequate decision – making.  The 

organizations are more successful when they provide rules and guidance for governing data.  

In the next sections, the main challenges are considered in more detail.  

 

2.4.2 Lack of Leadership Support and Corporate Strategy  

 

An Economist Intelligence Unit study demonstrated that 70 % of senior executives in the United 

States thought that analytics would provide for their business a very important competitive 

advantage (Dykes, 2016).  However, very often, the executives do not have the required level of 

involvement. They do not back up an initiative with the resources, budget or political influence 

when it is required.  

Many data issues are related to unclear data ownership, lack of common business language and 

focus on short – term business goals.  The missing element is clarity of vision around data itself.  

(Ibm.com, 2014). Also, one of the main challenges lies in moving technology into the C-suite.  

IBM study reveals that 80 percent of senior executives prefer to use brainstorming sessions instead 

of fact – based methodologies (Newman, Kramer and BlanChard, 2016). Usually, companies 

improve decision – making tools but leaders are not agile enough to change their focus accordingly. 

There are several reasons for resistance. First, it is not easy to start to rely on new technologies 

and tools, especially for the leaders who prefer to use an intuitive approach in decision making.  

Another source of resistance among executives is their assurance that the current processes 
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function well and there is no need to change anything.  The Global Center for Digital Business 

Transformation found out in their research that 45% of business leaders think that digital disruption 

is not a board – level concern (see Figure 14).  

 

Figure 14 Resistance to Digital Transformation (Newman, Kramer and BlanChard, 2016) 

 

2.4.3 Data Related Challenges 

 

The main challenges related to data are the integration of multiple data sources, data quality, data 

security and translating data into business insights (Johnsen, 2018).  The distributed, connected 

systems are the reality of the modern world.  The data in these systems are presented in different 

forms  across different platforms.  In such environment, it is difficult to analyze data in an accurate 

and cost-effective way.  In the Big Data era companies face various data quality issues (Cai and 

Zhu, 2015). The diversity of data structure and types increases the difficulty of data integration.  

In the past, organizations mostly used only internal data sources – their business systems, however, 
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nowadays the list of data sources is very vast: the internet and mobile applications, data sets from 

the Internet of Things, industry data, scientific and observational data. Most of the data (around 

80%) are present in unstructured form.  Another challenge is the volume of these data sets. It 

becomes difficult to collect , clean, integrate and receive high – quality data.  Additionally, the 

modern, fast – changing business environment requires real – time data to support valid and actual 

insights. However, now, real-time processing and analysis tools are still in the development phase. 

There are not a lot of effective commercial products.  It is also worth to notice, that the unified and 

approved data quality standards have not been created yet.  

As it was mentioned above, many organizations also have concerns about security and compliance 

threats of their analytics tools.  The survey conducted by 451 Research organization showed that 

over the past several years the main reason of data breaches in large companies was not hacking 

(Constantin, 2019). Failure to properly configure and secure  data – related technologies (Amazon 

S3, Elasticsearch nodes, Hadoop deployments, etc.) led to these data breaches.  Many respondents 

identified also understanding of compliance requirements related to data privacy as a serious 

challenge.  Data security  is a big concern at the moment because data is increasingly distributed 

and stored in different locations (on – premises and cloud). For example, EU data protection 

directive defines the obligations of the companies regarding storage and processing of personal 

data. According to this document, the data cannot be transferred to a country or territory outside 

the European Economic Area if this country or territory does not have an adequate level of data 

protection rights. For example, the Swedish Data Inspection Board in 2013 restricted to the 

nation’s public sector to use Google’s cloud-based applications.  A similar decision was made by 

Norwegian local authorities (Whitley, Willcocks and Venters, 2013, p.81).   
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Another challenge - translating data into business insights -  is often related to the situation when 

data scientists do not have the necessary level of industry domain expertise and business leaders 

do not have the necessary level of data science skills.  It is important to understand that data, 

information and insights are not the same as it was discussed earlier. More insights deliver more 

value to a company.  However, if business does not translate the insights into actions, such insights 

become useless.  

2.4.4 Competency Gap  

 

Currently, many organizations create separate business units for data and analytics initiatives what 

creates another barrier in effective collaboration. Many data competencies should be developed to 

some degree by all departments of the company According to Gartner, 80% of companies 

acknowledge the extreme deficiency of data literacy competency (Hippold,2018).  Data leaders 

should assess and close these gaps to become a data - driven.  

Managers in both private and public sectors identify a shortage of data science and analytics skills 

as one of the reasons to delay the adoption of a data – driven business model (see Figure 15). A 

research conducted by Accenture showed that 90 % of their clients had in their plans to hire 

specialist with data management expertise, however, 40 % of them faced the shortage of available 

talent (APEC, 2017). According to Forrester Research analyst Brandon Purcell, “Data scientists 

are crucial in turning the massive amount of data companies capture into action. They've always 

been in high demand, but until recently, only large enterprises and digital natives were willing to 

make the significant investment. Now, almost everyone is.” (Holak, 2019).  
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Figure 15 Data Scientist Job Postings (Holak, 2019) 

 

2.4.5 Lack of Spending Transparency 

 

Unclear budget spent on data – driven innovations is identified as one more challenge (Brand, 

2019). The conducted survey demonstrated that 77% of respondents believe that they have enough 

budget for data – driven innovations, however, 40 % are concerned about a lack of transparency 

of the spending.   

A digital transformation journey includes many initiatives across different business departments.  

They should be considered as a portfolio of projects rather than as individual projects.  It is difficult 

to apply the standard budgeting process to a collective set of projects. The main challenge here is 

that in this process different business units and departments are involved and they all participate 

in sponsoring and generating the funding.  In a traditional budgeting approach, usually, the main 
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metrics is Return on Investment (ROI).  However, many individual initiatives will not have an ROI 

at the start and only the collective set of initiatives will demonstrate strong ROI (Voytko, 2019).  

2.4.6 Technology – Related Challenges  

 

One of the main technology barriers for data – driven transformation is legacy systems and 

infrastructure (Snowflake.com, 2018). The companies who  especially suffer from a lack of a 

centralized platform for analyzing data are health care, manufacturing, retail and consumer goods. 

Usually, it is possible to start data – driven transformation without proper data integration, 

however, it can create many difficulties and lead to the failure of these initiatives. Many  companies 

fail to implement changes to their back – end systems, for example, due to the risk of disruption 

of the core functionality of these applications. All this leads to introducing new systems, which 

makes the infrastructure even more decentralized and creates more silos.  

Another challenge for companies is variations of analytics software. The latest trends include 

artificial intelligence, machine learning and predictive analytics. According to (Forbes.com, 2018) 

40 % of global companies planned to invest in AI in 2018.  Potentially, insights generated by such 

software can deliver value. However, as it was mentioned previously, due to lack of corporate 

strategy many companies do not have clear goals for how to use these business insights and , as a 

result,  spend large budgets with a small return.  

2.4.7 Ethical Challenges  

 

(Booch, 2014) additionally raises the human and ethical issues of Big Data and Analytics, 

considering various consequences of using data. A lot of data is collected from activity in the 

physical world – phone calls, smartphones, smart meters, etc. After combining and analysing, this 

information is used beyond the choice of data owners. And here, the moral and ethical use of big 
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data is unclear. The author identifies the questions on which companies are not always ready to 

answer. Among them are the development of an ethical model behind data, data ownership, 

responsibility in case of violation of assumptions made about data.  

(Chessell, 2014) states that analytics technologies made the gap between what is possible and what 

is legally allowed wider. Different regulations focus only on data privacy and the use of data.  

However, ethical questions around data include more than just these two areas.  In this situation, 

it is difficult for a company implementing data analytics to understand if this technology is ethical. 

Without an ethical framework, it is difficult to objectively assess the ethical side of data analytics 

implementation. 

2.4.8 Summary 

 

The reviewed papers distinguish numerous existing challenges in a data – driven journey. Among 

them are technology and non – technology related. Most of the authors agree that non – technology 

aspects create more barriers during a data – driven journey.  The non – technology challenges are 

data, people, corporate culture and structure, lack of budget transparency, business strategy and 

leadership.   Many companies now concern about the competency gap and ethical questions of 

analytics technology implementations.  Some authors bring to front cultural aspects, such as 

employee resistance.  Among barriers to change are employee’s fear of becoming obsolete or belief 

of managers that decision – making process should rely on human expertise, not the machine’s 

recommendations.  The workforce very often is not prepared, motivated and equipped for these 

data - driven shifts. Thus, transition to a data – driven business model is a fundamental change 

which does not occur easily.  Therefore, the purpose of the current research is to identify and 

describe the collective set of factors which could help companies effectively manage and overcome 

various challenges.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

 

3.1   Introduction 
 

For any research, it is essential to identify methodological choices and their philosophical 

assumptions before  starting data collection and analysis stages.  As there is no standard 

methodology  that is applicable for any research case, researchers should evaluate the strengths 

and weaknesses of different methodologies and choose the most appropriate for their case.  It is 

important to consider the limitations of methodologies and justify the methodological choice (AF 

Ragab and Arisha, 2018).  

In this chapter, the researcher’s philosophical positions to the chosen research methods are 

described;  methodological choice, data collection, analysis techniques and reasons for applying 

the particular research design for the study are presented.   Separately, the procedure of selecting 

participants for this study and collecting research materials are discussed.  Additionally, at the end 

of this section, research ethics and limitations of the chosen methodology are considered.   

3.2   Research Design 
 

The research process can be described using ‘onion’ metaphor (see Figure 16). The external layers 

include research philosophies and approaches. The internal layers describe research strategies and 

choices. Data collection and analysis are in the central part.  
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Figure 16 The Research Onion (Saunders and Lewis, 2012, P.103) 

 

The research design was defined for the study by using this framework (see Table 3).  

Table 3 Summary of the Research Design 

Research Philosophy Interpretivism 

Research Approach Induction 

Research Strategy Grounded Theory 

Research Choice Mono – method Qualitative Methodology 

Primary Data Collection Semi – Structured Interviews 

Data Analysis Thematic Analysis 

 

3.2.1  Research Philosophy 

 

The research philosophy contains the important assumptions about what view on the world the 

researcher has (Saunders and Lewis, 2012, p. 104).  The main types of research philosophies are 

positivism, realism, interpretivism and pragmatism.   

The interpretivism approach was chosen for this research. Interpretivism states that humans are 

different from physical phenomenon because they create meanings.  Interpretivism approach is 

based on the naturalistic approach, data are usually collected via interviews and observations. 
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Interpretivism allows studying qualitative research areas such as cross – cultural differences in 

organizations, ethics issues, analysis of factors impacting leadership, etc. in a significant level of 

depth (Research-Methodology, 2019).  Interpretivism philosophy is often relevant to business and 

management research. Business situations are complex and unique. They incorporate a set of 

circumstances and individuals which create a unique social phenomenon at a specific time.   

The interpretivism approach is considered as the most relevant for this study because the main 

focus of the study is understanding the transformation process to a data – driven business model 

which occurs as an interaction between individuals/groups and environment/technologies. This 

research is pursuing the goal to identify the real practices of data – driven transformation and how 

humans interpret them as the main decision - makers. Knowledge is based on the viewpoints, 

experiences and interpretations of the people involved in the data processes in the companies. 

3.2.2 Research Approach 

 

There are three main research approaches: deduction, induction and abduction (Saunders, Lewis 

and Thornhill, 2016, p. 145).   The deductive approach assumes testing the theory formulated at 

the beginning of the research. In the inductive approach, on the contrary, the research starts with 

collecting data to explore the problem statement and based on this data the theory (usually in the 

form of a conceptual framework) is formulated.  The abductive approach assumes data collection, 

identification themes and patterns and then formulation of a new theory or modification of the 

existing one. The built theory is tested through additional data collection.  

For this research, the inductive approach was chosen. For the study was important to understand 

how the data experts in the companies with a data - driven business model interpret their data – 

driven transformation initiatives. The researcher believes that the inductive approach, in this case, 
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gives a better understanding than the deductive approach. The deductive approach creates some 

limits due to the highly structured research design. Also, the previous theories did not consider the 

success factors for transformation comprehensively, therefore, the conclusions about the success 

factors for transformation to a data – driven company was possible to make only after data 

collection and analysis stages.  This research did not test any hypothesis developed based on the 

literature. 

3.2.3  Research Strategy 

 

 (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2012, p. 178) describes eight main research strategies: 

experiment, survey, archival research, case study, ethnography, action research, grounded theory 

and narrative inquiry.   The findings of this study were identified and described by using elements 

of grounded theory research strategy.  In order to support this choice, a few justifications are 

provided.  First, as this study is categorized as explorative research, grounded theory is well suited 

for it.  Second, this strategy allows to investigate in – depth the phenomenon of transformation to 

a data – driven business model and how people are engaged in this process, which could not be 

accomplished by using a quantitative method.  Third, this strategy provides a systematic approach 

to data analysis and conceptualization potential.   

3.2.4 Research Choice  

 

There are two main research methodologies: quantitative and qualitative. The quantitative 

methodology assumes such data collection techniques as questionnaires, graphs and statistics 

(techniques related to numerical data). The qualitative methodology uses non – numerical data 

such as interviews.  In reality, many business research designs include elements of quantitative 

and qualitative methodologies (see Figure 17).  
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Figure 17 Methodological Choice (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p. 167) 

 

For this study, the researcher employed mono - method qualitative methodology. The 

philosophical assumptions (research philosophy and research approach) normally inform 

methodological choice (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p. 162). As stated earlier, for this 

study the researcher chose interpretative philosophy and inductive approach. Interpretative 

philosophy is associated with qualitative research (Denzin and Lincoln cited in Saunders, Lewis 

and Thornhill, 2016). Also, many qualitative studies are conducted by using the inductive 

approach.      

Multi – method options were not considered by the researcher due to the time constraints and the 

scope of this study.  Additionally, to support the choice, the works related to this research were 

reviewed. The authors of these papers designed their studies by using qualitative methodology. 

For example, (Orenga-Roglá and Chalmeta, 2019) in their research on the framework for 

implementing a big data ecosystem used the qualitative methodology (interviews). (Bogdana 

Pugna, Duțescu and Stănilă, 2019) also decided to apply the qualitative methodology in their study 
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on corporate attitudes towards Big Data. During their research, the participants were requested to 

respond to a series of open-ended questions.  

3.2.5 Time Horizons  

 

According to (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p. 200) time horizon can be cross – sectional 

and longitudinal. A cross – sectional time horizon assumes that research is taken at a particular 

time, while a longitudinal time horizon provides an opportunity to study a particular phenomenon 

over a given period, observing  changes and development.  This study is cross – sectional.  It is 

based on the interviews conducted over a short period of time.  As this research project was time 

constrained it was not possible to conduct a longitudinal study in order to observe changes and 

development over  time.   This study was not intended to observe the change and development of 

the existing data – driven  practices in the companies over a particular period of time.   The research 

identifies the successful data – driven practices in the current business environment.  

3.2.6 Research Participants 

 

In qualitative research, participants are selected based on the theoretical perspectives, the research 

questions and evidence supporting the study (Sargeant, 2012).  The respondents’ sample must be 

able to inform the important aspects related to the problem statement identified in the research. 

The current research was looking at the factors that determine the success of transformation of a 

business model from traditional to data – driven.  Therefore, the participants were selected from 

the companies which already have some or advanced level of data maturity.  The respondents in 

these companies have different roles: data specialists and managers. With the purpose to identify 

the target group of participants,  who are able to inform important facets related to the data – driven 

transformation, the researcher attended the data analytics conferences and professional networking 
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groups.  The respondents selecting process included two stages.   First, some of the potential 

participants were selected during  SAS Forum Dublin 2019 - AI and Analytics in Action and  

various Data Analytics meetups. Then, approximately 30 invitations to participate in the current 

study were sent to the professionals with the relevant experience via LinkedIn.   In total, five 

professionals agreed to give the interview.   The challenges to get access to the specialists were 

related to the busy working schedule of the respondents, anonymity and confidentiality aspects.   

To increase the number of participants willing to take part in the research, the detailed information 

about the interview process and the study were sent to the respondents. Also, three options for an 

interview were offered to them: phone, skype and face – to – face meetings.  The interviewees 

were assured of privacy and anonymity.  

The participants of the research all work in Ireland in the different industries. The information 

about the interviewees is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4  Participants 

Participant Industry Years of 

Experience 

Position Education Interview 

Type 

Participant 1 Consulting, 

Different 

Industries 

20 years Enterprise 

Insights Lead 

Technology 

and Business 

Face-to-

Face 

Participant 2 Banking, Risk 

Management 

10 years Data Analytics 

Manager 

Business Face-to-

Face 

 Participant 3 Telecommunicatio

ns 

5 years Data Analyst Technology Face-to-

Face 

Participant 4 Finance Services, 

Banking 

10 years Data Analytics 

Consultant 

Technology 

and Business 

Face-to 

Face 

Participant 5 Information 

Technology 

20 years Chief Data 

Officer 

Technology Phone 
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3.2.7 Research Materials 

 

The primary data for this research were collected through a series of interviews.  In total, five 

respondents were interviewed. Normally, there are three levels of formality and structure of 

interviews: structured, semi – structured and unstructured (in – depth) interviews (Saunders, Lewis 

and Thornhill, 2016, p. 390).  Structured interviews are presented as questionnaires and used to 

collect quantifiable data.   The semi-structured and unstructured interviews are often related to 

qualitative research. In this study, the semi – structured, face – to – face interviews were used for 

data collection. The semi – structured interviews provide the flexibility (the questions may vary) 

and give in – depth understanding of the phenomenon.  The duration of an interview was between 

30 and 45 minutes.  Sometimes, it was required to change the sequence of the questions or adapt 

them. All research participants answered the following set of questions:  

1. Describe your background and experience in data initiatives. 

2. What does it mean to be data – driven/ to have the advanced level of data – driven maturity 

for your company? 

3. In which way does data generate value for your company? 

4. What issues/reasons usually delay transformation to a data – driven business model in the 

company (internal or environmental)? 

5. How do you usually deal with resistance during data project implementations? 

6. Could you please identify the key prerequisites for a successful transition to a data – driven 

business model? 

7. Describe practices that helped to overcome challenges (technology and non – technology 

related) and to succeed in the transformation. 
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These questions helped to find out the key themes of this research.  First, as a prerequisite, it was 

important to clarify the background of the respondents in data – driven initiatives.  Then, the 

researcher explored the participants’ interpretation of data - drivenness.  Although, the main part 

of discussions was devoted to identifying success factors of transformation to a data – driven 

business model, some questions were also designed to help to find out the company’s benefits 

from data – driven initiatives and the existing issues delaying data – driven model transitions with 

the purpose to receive more complete understanding of the transformation phenomenon .  In 

several cases, the additional questions were asked according to the answers provided by the 

participants. Mostly, these additional questions aimed to clarify data governance, project 

management and ethical practices that are used in the companies.   

3.2.8 Data Collection Procedure 

 

The research participants were contacted via LinkedIn with the request to participate in this study 

and share their success stories about transformation to a data – driven business model.  Before the 

interviews, the date, time and meeting place were agreed with the respondents. All participants 

were advised that the interview would be recorded, anonymity and privacy would be observed. 

Audio recording of the interviews was accomplished by using the mobile application – Easy Voice 

Recorder for Android and then transferred to the computer.    

The used data collection method was a challenge. The study required the participation of working 

professionals, including management, who usually have a very busy schedule and the lack of time. 

To mitigate the risk related to data access, thorough preparation was conducted: 

 The participation request included a detailed description of the purpose of the research and 

explanation of why the expert was chosen for the study. 
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 The convenient time slots and meeting place for the participants were allocated. 

 The thorough preparation for the interviews included the list of the core questions, 

installation and testing of the recording application, time management aspects.  

Also, the ethical aspects were considered for this study: legal awareness including data protection, 

the right to confidentiality and anonymity.  The interview audio files from the mobile application 

were transferred to the computer as soon as possible and the access to the files was protected by 

password.  

3.2.9 Preparing Data for Analysis 

 

As it was mentioned above, the primary data were collected through a series of semi – structured 

interviews. The interviews with the research participants were transcribed and  each transcript was 

saved in a separate word file for further analysis.  The interview transcripts were prepared by using 

computer aided qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) – nVivo software. NVivo software 

is designed for qualitative and mixed – method research. It helps to analyse non – numerical or 

unstructured data. (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p. 568) emphasizes that transcribing of 

audio – recorded interviews is an extremely time – consuming task and usually takes between 6 

and 10 hours to transcribe a 1 – hour interview.  There are several methods to reduce a time for 

preparing transcripts. In this research, the decision to use voice – recognition software and data 

sampling were made to accelerate the process.  Every recording was listened twice to identify the 

sections relevant to this study. Then these sections were transcribed by using Google Docs Voice 

Typing.  
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3.2.10  Data Analysis – Thematic Analysis 

 

There are several inductively based procedures to analyse qualitative data. In this study, thematic 

analysis was used.  According to (Braun and Clarke, cited in Nowell et al., 2017), “it is a method 

for identifying, analysing, organizing, describing, and reporting themes found within a data set”.   

The decision to use thematic analysis as a research method for this study was made due to several 

reasons.  First, it is a flexible approach, adaptable for the needs of many studies. Second, this 

approach is more accessible and relatively easy to learn.  Finally, this method offers a well – 

structured way for identifying similarities and differences in views of different research 

participants and formulation insights.   

The thematic analysis of the interview transcripts included six steps: 

1. Familiarizing with the data. 

2. Generating initial codes. 

3. Searching for themes. 

4. Reviewing themes. 

5. Defining and naming themes. 

6. Producing the report.  

 The  data were processed by using NVivo 12 Plus software. Based on this analysis, the success 

factors for transformation to a data – driven business model and their implications were identified. 

3.3 Research Ethics  
 

Ethics is one of the critical aspects of any research project.  The ethical issues arise at the different 

stages of research: gaining access, data collection, analysis and reporting. This study involves 

human participants, therefore, the various ethical concerns related to this are stated in this part of 
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the report. The following principles listed in (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2016, p. 244) were 

considered in the research: 

1. Integrity and objectivity of the researcher. The conclusions based on the collected data 

were formulated truthfully and accurately. 

2. Respect for others. The access to the companies was gained in a moral and responsible way 

– proper clarification of the research purposes, time management of the entire process, 

careful selection of the participants. 

3. Privacy and confidentiality of those taking part. The researcher was responsible for 

providing the right to confidentiality/anonymity and data security (data protection by 

password, using secure software, etc.). 

4. Voluntary nature of participation. The participants of the study had the right to refuse to 

participate in the research or withdraw from participation. 

5. Informed consent of those taking part. The researcher offered to the participants to sign the 

informed consent form (see Appendix A). The information in this form allowed the 

respondents to understand the implications of participation and to make freely and well-

informed decision to participate or not in the research. 

6. Legal awareness/compliance in data management.   The collected data for this research 

were anonymised. The files containing notes, recordings and transcripts are securely kept 

and protected by password.  
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3.4 Limitations of Methodology  
 

Although semi – structured interviews provide in – depth information about the phenomenon, this 

method was associated with some limitations. The method is time – consuming. To identify 

categories and explain relationships required many hours of analysis. Also, it was challenging to 

find suitable time slots for several interviews, the interviews were supposed to take in average 45 

minutes and were conducted as face – to – face meetings. As it is an open – ended approach, it 

also gave more control to the participants over the interview process. Additionally, the data 

collected in the research is subjective. Therefore, it was important to thoroughly sample the 

participants. The identified success factors for transformation to a data – driven business model 

cannot be generalized.  This qualitative study provides a detailed understanding of the successful 

transformation experiences through intensive learning of particular companies.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
 

4.1   Introduction  
 

In this chapter, the process of primary data analysis is described, and  the results are presented.  

The analysis of five interviews includes several steps. Among them are coding and theme 

identification procedures. Each theme is summarized separately and supported by the examples 

from the transcripts.  In the last section of the chapter, the final data model, which includes the 

themes and relationships between them,  is presented and explained.  

4.2   Data Processing and Coding 

 

The data were processed and coded by using  the step – by – step guide suggested by Braun and 

Clarke and described in the methodology chapter earlier in this report.  First, the interviews were 

transcribed and saved in the separate Word documents for further coding. The process of 

transcribing of each interview  was time - consuming and took three hours in average, however, it 

provided a solid foundation for further analysis. Before generating initial codes, the researcher 

carefully studied every interview with the participants separating main information (experience, 

transformation issues, best practices, etc.) and minor information (jokes, examples,  irrelevant to 

the research comments).  To get a better understanding of the collected data, the researcher created 

the Word Cloud based on the content of the transcripts (see Appendix B). Also, during this step, 

initial ideas about coding were generated. 

The next step included coding of the data.  The codes were generated in NVivo 12 Plus software.  

This was done manually by the researcher, without using the auto code option in the system.  At 
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this stage, the data extracts were coded for many potential codes as possible, relevant to the 

research.  The list of the data extracts and codes assigned to them are presented in Appendix C.  

4.3  Transition from Codes to Themes 
 

The generated list of the codes was sorted into potential themes.   The process included two steps. 

First, the initial themes were identified as subsets of the connected codes. Second, the researcher 

reviewed the data extracts, interview questions and themes to ensure that the highlighted themes 

reflect the meaning of the collected data.  During the review stage, some codes were moved to the 

separate themes.  The final collection of the themes and codes is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 Themes 

Themes Codes 

Data – Driven Company  Adaptiveness to Market Changes 

Data Awareness  

Decision Based on Data 

Efficiency 

Value for Businesses from Transformation to a 

Data – Driven Business Model 

Business Strategy Identification 

Issues Identification 

Confident Decision Making 

The Key Prerequisites for Success of 

Transformation to a Data – Driven Business 

Model 

Data Collection 

Data Quality 

Data Security 

Processes Assessment  

Right Technology Choice 

Skill Set 

Aligning Data Initiatives to Business Objectives Collaboration IT and Business 

Understanding Business Strategies and Objectives 
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Early and Whole Company Involvement 

 

Communication and Education 

Show Benefits 

System Approach 

Full Engagement with the People 

Resistance Concerns 

Transformation as a Journey 

Management Approach: Flexibility and Support Up to Down Approach 

Flexibility 

Culture Concerns 

Infrastructure: Centralization and Automation Absence of Data Access 

Centralized Data Storage 

Intelligent Automation 

Technology Concerns 

Skill Level of Employees: Data Literacy and 

Training 

Importance of Data Literacy 

Real Power for the Analytics – People 

Shortage of Skills 

Training 

Budget Explicitness Budget Concerns 

Data Landscape Understanding 

External Advice for Budget 

Innovative and Collaborative Environment Ask People for Ideas 

Support Innovation 

Data Consistency and Data Security Importance of Data Governance 

Legal Concerns 

One Source of Truth 

Ethics in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence 

Projects 

Consequences Mapping 

Ethical Teams 
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Ethics Understanding Challenge 

Multiple Levels of Thinking about Consequences 

Regulation of Innovative Products 

 

4.4  Findings   
 

In this section, the researcher presents the findings for each theme identified above.  The themes 

were named to give a clear understanding to the reader what they are about and in close relation 

to the research question.   To support the findings the quotes from the interviews were extracted 

and presented in this part of the report.  

4.4.1 Characteristics of a Data – Driven Company 

 

 

The participants believe that a modern company can be called data – driven if it has four main 

characteristics.  First, decisions in these organisations are made based on data: 

‘…all strategic decisions or the most important decisions are supported with data…’, 

or 

‘…being data – driven means that you are relying on facts and information…’ 

Second aspect is efficiency.  One of the participants said that they associate data – drivenness with 

the process efficiency:  

‘…Being data – driven is all about efficiency and how you actually solve the problems that you 

have or problems you don’t know that you have…’ 
 

For  a data – driven  company, it is equally important both - to have efficient ways of solving the 

existing, known problems and of identifying the new problems that might be not so obvious before 

analyzing the relevant data.  
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The third important element of a data – driven company is data awareness.  The respondents 

believe that it is not enough just to collect data , it is very important actually to use them: 

‘…for any company is important to have an advanced level of data awareness…’,  

 

or 

 

‘…the capacity to actually analyse the data, to tell the story…’ 
 

One of the respondents mentioned that it is a very common situation when the company has all the 

necessary data, but the staff do not have the ability to read this data, to tell the story because they 

do not understand them.  Therefore, data awareness is a very important aspect for gaining valuable 

insights for business.  

The final aspect of a data – driven company that the participants highlighted is adaptiveness to 

market changes: 

‘…the market was very dynamic, it was changing a lot very fast, so for the company to be data – 

driven is to react to the change on the market as the same speed and for this you need the support 

of the data…’ 

They talked about the ability of data to support decision – making not only in a static environment, 

but more important in a modern, agile business environment.  A data – driven company is 

responsive to various changes. 

Thus, it was found out based on the experience of the respondents that a company can be identified 

as a data – driven if: 

 decision – making in the company is supported by data; 

 the implemented data – driven business model increases the efficiency of solving existing 

issues and provides the instruments for discovering latent problems;   

 the business has a high level of data awareness, data access and data usage; 
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 the business is flexible and responsive to the market changes through using data.  

4.4.2  Value for Businesses from Transformation to a Data – Driven Business Model  

 

The respondents identified various benefits for their companies that transformation to a data – 

driven business model provides.   One of the  respondents highlighted the close interaction between 

business strategy elaboration and use of the data: 

‘…So, business strategy is directly related to whatever is happening to our data. That is direct 

benefit for the business and efficiency…’ 

 

They create and enhance the business strategy of the company based on the insights generated 

from data.  The company sees in this the main benefit from their business model.  

Another important value comes from various issues identification.  The insights from data discover 

the issues existing in the process, inefficiency. The respondents mentioned the importance of social 

listening, improvement of customer experience, root core analysis. All this helps to succeed, 

especially in the modern, highly competitive environment: 

‘…They are really not necessarily solving problems, but they are learning about what kind of 

issues do they have…’,  

 

or 

 

‘…to improve the experience of the clients with the contact point…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…with social media you can listen to your clients and react, to know their opinion at the 

moment…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…The first thing is root core analysis…’ 
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The respondents also believe that a data – driven business model provides confidence in decision 

– making. The decisions based on data are more assertive. Data can help to identify trends and 

form future actions: 

‘…let your decision be much more accurate and much more informed …’ 

Thus, the respondents described the several ways in which the data – driven model generates value 

for their businesses. Among them are: elaborating better business strategy, issues identification, 

and confident decision – making.  

4.4.3  The Key Prerequisites for Success of  Transformation to a Data – Driven Business Model 

 

During the discussion of main transformation prerequisites, the respondents highlighted people, 

process, technology and data aspects.  

The main accent was made on people: 

‘… to have the right people is very important…’,  

 

or 

 

‘…Without people believing in and trusting what the organization are doing the success is not 

going to happen…’, 

 

or 

‘…People are the core of everything…’ 

 

The respondents talked about the necessity to have the right skill set for implementation of the data 

– driven initiatives.  It could be internal staff, or the company could hire an external consultant: 

‘…the skill set should be matched…you have to go out to make a contract to some consultancy or 

hire somebody to solve the problem with their specific skill sets…’ 

 

Also, before initiating any transformation initiative, the existing processes should be thoroughly 

described and assessed.  It is very important to evaluate the weaknesses of the processes: 
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‘…what needs to be done is the assessment of the efficiency or the processes. Mainly, speaking, 

you need to identify your main points of weaknesses…’ 

 

A company needs to understand what they are doing, how that is relevant to a data – driven 

initiative.  

Processes and people are not only the prerequisites, two participants stated the importance of the 

right technology choice. Choosing the wrong infrastructure can lead to the different negative 

consequences for business: 

‘…Buy the right technology, I am talking about software, all the technologies are very important 

as well…’ 

 

However, one of the respondents also concluded that technology should not chair the 

transformation process: 

 

‘…The technology can underpin the transition, but it also should not be the leader of the 

transition…’ 

Most of the respondents discussed the prerequisites covering requirements for data collection, data 

quality and data security.  To be able to build a data – driven business model, first, it is necessary 

to have data, as the participants stated: 

‘…If you don't capture the information in the first place you can't report on it, you can't analyse 

it, can't use it to predict anything…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…Second thing, it is harvesting the data…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…always start at the data…’ 

 

 

However, some respondents talked not about data capturing, but more about the quality of the data. 

The low-quality data will not support good decision – making: 
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‘…make sure, first of all, that is clean, oftentimes, the data comes from systems where users are 

entering data and they may not enter some data…’ 

 

Most of the respondents also highlighted the necessity to implement security controls before 

initiating data – driven transformations because data is a very delicate area in security context: 

‘…Also, the security…You have to have security control before you start the project…’, 

or 

‘…always classify the information from the beginning to be compliant with any regulation…’ 

Thus, the respondents discussed the various prerequisites for transformation to a data – driven 

business model.   The order of importance of these prerequisites is the following: people, processes, 

and technology. Data collection, quality and security were identified as a foundation for 

transformation’s success.  

4.4.4  Aligning Data Initiatives to Business Objectives 

 

The respondents discussed the different practices that helped to succeed in data – driven initiatives 

in their companies.  One of the main factors that the participants mentioned is aligning data 

initiatives to business objectives.   The respondents stated that the implementation of data – driven 

initiatives requires a clear understanding of business strategies and objectives of a company: 

‘…be in line with business strategies and objectives is the key part…’ 

Additionally, the participants highlighted the importance of collaboration between IT and business  

for the success of  transformation.  One of the respondents described the common situation when 

IT department creates something that business actually does not need, or business departments try 
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to implement initiatives that do not meet IT strategy of a company. To overcome this, the 

collaboration helps: 

‘…It is important there is a collaboration between these two elements.…’ 

Furthermore, two respondents stated that having people with a combination of business and IT 

skills contributes to a smoother transition: 

‘…You need to have business experts who know a little bit about technology…’, 

or 

‘…Sometimes, the data analytics team is very far from the business or from the clients. They see 

the company in terms of tables, information.  But they don’t know what happens outside. So, it is 

very important…’ 

 

Thus, the respondents believe that close collaboration  between IT and Business, and  teams with 

a combination of technical and business skills support aligning data strategy to business strategy.  

 

4.4.5  Early and Whole Company Involvement 

 

Another important factor that was highlighted by the respondents is early and whole company 

involvement in such transformation initiatives.  The participants described transformation to a data 

– driven business model as a journey and talked about the necessity to involve the employees into 

this process from the beginning: 

‘…It is a journey, like any change management in any organisation. You need to bring people with 

you on that journey…’,  

 

or 

 

‘...along the journey from initial scope and specification and till the access data…’ 
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Also, the respondents gave the reasons why involvement is an important  element.  First,  when a 

company doesn’t collaborate with their employees it decreases employee satisfaction in general: 

‘…it is difficult to do that by forcing people, because that makes people unhappy, means difficulties 

in the workplace…’ 
 

However, this is not the only reason. The participants discussed the resistance concerns that exist 

on this journey such as fear, absence of interest or lack of time: 

‘…Most of all, people are really afraid to loose their positions to automated processes…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…There are leadership teams who are supposed to believe in intuition rather than data…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…lack of time from key individuals would be a typical one…’ 
 

The full engagement with people includes several aspects  identified by the respondents. Among 

them are involvement into the transformation process, understanding of the process by staff, 

gathering ideas and opinions from employees along that journey and update on the progress.   The 

participants highlighted the various methods of how this engagement can be achieved. One of the 

methods is system approach: 

‘…First of all, you need to have the structure of your project…’ 

 

Thus, the data – driven initiatives should be formally defined, planned and structured to increase 

employee loyalty to them. However, to structure the transformation is not enough. Also, it is 

important to show benefits to employees. This will help to make the transformation process easier: 

‘…Also, show the benefits...’,  

or 
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‘…The key thing is to outline the benefits are for everyone in this project. Mainly, to save the time 

from the resources within a business that allows to spend more time on more value at work…’ 

 

 

The respondents also made an accent on communication and education methods of employee 

involvement: 

‘…communication, information, letting people express themselves and helping them understand 

what's happening and that's all part of the process…’,  

or 

‘…The education piece is to be implemented every time…’ 

 

Thus, the respondents during the interviews identified the transformation to a data – driven 

company as a multi-faceted process that requires the continuous involvement of the whole 

company from the start.  

4.4.6   Management Approach: Flexibility and Support 

 

All respondents agreed that top - down management approach helps to succeed in the 

transformation to a data – driven business model.  First, to provide the whole company 

involvement is important to transmit the initiative from management through all levels of the 

organization: 

‘…It's up to down through all levels of the organisation…’, 

 

or 

 ‘…engaging stakeholders right from the beginning at the executive level…’ 

 

However, some of the participants stated that the culture of a company should also be taken into 

consideration. Sometimes, it is difficult to transmit the initiative  from top to down because each 

area has the power to say yes or no and this is can be an issue: 
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‘…Culture is always challenge. There is the expression that culture eats strategy.  Management 

decides on the new strategy, but the culture of the organisation is completely different and the 

culture will reassert itself because people tend to be resistant to change…’, 

 

or 

 

‘…The aspect is very important is culture of the company. It is one of the really biggest concerns 

in every company…’ 

 

The respondents also discussed the necessity to have the flexible management approach to the 

transformation. They stated that flexibility in approach, including methodology, is important.  One 

of  the participants assumed that hybrid of the various methodologies and adapting them to their 

environment worked for them better: 

‘…Methods are great, we got the best of each kind of methods and we applied to our own projects, 

to our own way of adapting …’ 

 

However, another participant concluded that for them Agile in management of the data projects is 

a very effective method, on its own: 

‘…we see a more partnership approach to the project than two different parties, one requesting 

and one delivering.  It is a pretty joined effort. And Agile methodology suites that quite well …’ 
 

The participants also highlighted  that the modern market is dynamic, and this environment 

requires a flexible management approach. Sometimes, it is can be hard to implement quickly one 

or the other  data project, and in that case, the management has to refer to  people expertise instead 

of data when they take a decision: 

‘…As I told you sometimes the market is changing very quickly and you don’t have time to do this 

kind of project. So, you need to do something because the market doesn’t wait for you…’ 

 

 

Thus, the respondents identified three main aspects of management approach that could help to 

succeed in data – driven initiatives: the transit of the initiatives through all levels of the company, 

culture awareness and flexibility (balance) in using management methodologies and data.  
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4.4.7 Infrastructure: Centralization and Automation 

 

The respondents  stated that technology is often a barrier and big investment for some 

organizations.  As one of the key challenges they identified the absence of data access: 

‘…data that you have is not necessarily accessible because it might be wrapped up in the third- 

party product, but doesn’t allow access to the data or doesn't allow free access to the data…’ 

 

In case of a lack of data, the companies have to implement various workarounds, including manual 

ones. Taking into consideration these technology related concerns, the participants identified two 

approaches that  helped them  to  overcome these issues. One of them is having in the company 

centralized data storage: 

‘…That will probably require some kind of infrastructure whether that a traditional data 

warehouse with ETL type approach or that's going to be Data Lake with the more ELT 

approach…’, 

or 

‘…Use one source of truth, either the central data warehouse, whatever you want. Be 

centralised…’ 

 

This  centralized storage not only provides the data access, but also helps to  maintain consistency. 

Another approach discussed by two respondents is intelligent automation.  The systems, that the 

company have, should be able to support automated data exchange between them and the 

centralized data storage: 

‘…You may want to do something like implementing intelligent automation. That means that the 

system needs to be automatable…’ 

Thus, the participants made an accent on two requirements for the company’s infrastructure for 

the successful transformation to a data – driven business model: having centralized data storage 

and automation of the data exchange between the systems.   
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4.4.8  Skill Level of Employees: Data Literacy and Training 

 

Shortage of skills and competency gap are other concerns that were discussed by the participants: 

‘…I don’t think many people have the ability to actually look at data and understand what it says. 

There is a shortage of skills of that and a shortage of willingness to this as well, not necessarily 

from the management point of view, from staff...’,  

 

or 

 

‘…it can be very difficult to find the right people for this kind of project, because this is a very 

specific profile, data science or data analyst …’ 
 

The participants discussed the various ways that  helped them to overcome this challenge.   Most 

of them made an accent on training that the company can provide to their employees to increase 

data literacy: 

‘…Training is just something that needs to happen across all companies across all the time…’, 

or 

‘…it is easier to just teach people how to do it, so training is essential. You need to train the right 

people to do the right jobs…’ 

 

One of the respondents noticed that training is an important aspect for all employees, including 

junior ones.   The data - literate employees can help in solving another issue –  low data quality.  

When people have an understanding of how data supports the business of the company, they can 

enter or maintain the required data with the awareness that leads to a better quality of the data: 

‘…Even if the person is really junior, really starting off.  It is important to really educate this, to 

see the impact of every single entry. We need to approach this problem like that because otherwise 

that will have consequences in the next steps…’ 
 

The participants stated that technology is important, however, the real power for Analytics is 

people. The data competencies should be developed not only among technical specialists who 
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create Business Intelligence solutions in the company, but also among business specialists who are 

interested in data analytics and self – service Business Intelligence: 

‘…But the real power for the analytics is people, people who want to do the analytics. that's not 

the necessary IT department, or data analytics department.  This is businesspeople who feel 

comfortable working with data and are literate…’,  

 

or 

 

‘…find the right people who actually need the change within the business…’ 
 

One of the respondents noticed that data literacy might become a core required competency for 

any manager in the near future: 

‘…Data literacy is becoming really important for people in work…Probably in very soon you 

won't get the job being a manager of people unless you are data literate…’ 

 

Thus, the participants stated that increasing data literacy is one of the factors to succeed in the 

transformation to a data – driven business model.  Training and education among the employees 

in a company are one of the good ways to reduce the existing competency gap.  

4.4.9 Budget Explicitness 

 

The budget concern is another aspect raised by the participants.  The transformation to a data – 

driven business model can be a very expensive investment for many companies.   During this 

journey, the different issues emerge, such as the lack of budget or poor planning: 

‘…Obstacles, in terms, there is no budget to, for instance, buy a license for some specific 

software…’ 

As the participants mentioned, it is required  to understand  the various costs related to such 

initiatives, including software costs and hosting options: 
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‘…The first thing you really need to do when you're looking at your data landscape is 

understanding what the costs will be of acquiring data into the systems, of hosting that data 

somewhere…’, 

 

or 

‘…If you start small, you don’t plan well and you are wrong you will waste money…’ 
 

Often, budgeting is accompanied with the various challenges, especially in case of absence of 

previous experience.  In this situation, as discussed by one of the respondents, it can be very useful 

to hire a consultant for external advice.  One of the main reasons for that is their budgeting 

expertise and previous experience: 

‘…The best thing for a lot of organisations is to take advice from people who know what they do, 

who have done it before.  There is a lot of organisations that can help …’ 

 

Thus, in this transformation journey, it is important to consider different budget aspects related to 

the initiative. It is necessary to understand costing landscape that strongly depends on hosting 

options: on-premises, cloud-based or hybrid.  Budget planning may require a piece of  external 

advice.  

4.4.10  Innovative and Collaborative Environment 

 

One of the participants highlighted that the company needs to know the answer two main 

questions:  

‘…what kind of processes you need to improve and how, you need actually know how to do that…’ 

 

The respondents assumed that the creation of an innovative and collaborative environment in a 

company can help in answering these questions. People accomplish specific functions on a daily 

basis, and due to this, they have the expertise and might have ideas about the processes: 
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‘…People who worked in organisations for a long time will have opinions and ideas about how 

best to change things…’ 

 

Employees can share their ideas in various ways. One of the participants  mentioned two methods 

that are used in their company. They are competition for new ideas and information sessions: 

‘…So, you should take these ideas and you can have competitions for new ideas; you can have a 

lot of information sessions…’ 

 

Two participants stated that transformation to a data – driven business model  assumes innovations. 

Therefore, the company needs to support the creative spirit and motivate people to innovate.  It is 

not obligatory a big innovation, it can be various micro innovations: 

‘…Teams need to be in inspired mode, you need some sort of flexibility…You need to motivate 

people to innovate. And innovation, cannot be just big innovation…Micro innovations are 

important…’ 

Thus, the participants highlighted one more time that people play one of the main roles in the 

success of transformation to a data – driven business model.  Especially, the success is determined 

by  creating opportunities  to innovate, share ideas and opinions in a company.  

 

4.4.11 Data Consistency and Data Security 

 

Most of the respondents discussed the data consistency and security issues that emerged during 

transformation to a data – driven business model.  The participants indicated legal conditions, in 

particular GDPR, as a main external issue: 

‘… the biggest external factor would be regulation, such as GDPR…’, 

 

or 
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‘…Since 2018 it is a big concern, it is a huge responsibility of the organization comply with GDPR, 

otherwise, implications of this in terms of money are very huge…’ 

 

In many situations, a specialist in the company has concerns about what they actually can do with 

the data they are trying to analyse. The concerns include not only the use of the data, but also 

storage of the data: 

‘…A lot of people have a lot of questions about can I do this, can I take this data and put it into 

Excel and do something with them.  Sometimes you can't, you are not allowed to do that…Other 

times that's ok because you're doing something lawful with it…’ 

 

Sometimes, the company have the required resources for implementation one or another data 

initiative, however, the laws are the external factor that doesn’t allow to do this: 

‘…If you have a data – driven initiative or project, sometimes you can’t implement it, the legal 

frame doesn’t allow you…’, 

 

One of the respondents stated that it is also important to train people on how to approach these 

new legal conditions: 

‘…So, just training people what the approaches are to help people who have questions with 

GDPR…’ 

 

However, besides the legal aspects, there are others  accompanied with data.  One of them is data 

consistency.  The respondents highlighted the importance of  having one source of truth: 

‘…One important factor is that data must be consistent along with all areas… That’s very 

important…to have one source of truth…’, 

or 

‘…Single source of the truth is very important.  It helps to utilise one source for all departments…’ 

 

Also, the respondents identified the role of data governance in overcoming the issues related to 

data as ‘fundamental’ or ‘crucial’. 
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Thus, the participants highlighted that their companies pay great attention to data security and data 

consistency aspects.  This became especially important after the new regulations were 

implemented.  

4.4.12 Ethics in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence Projects 

 

The respondents also shared their practices regarding the ethical questions of Data Analytics.  

Ethics is hard to understand because of its ambiguity. There are a lot of questions emerge when 

the company considers ethical aspects of the projects: 

‘…For the organisation they need to tell people what the ethics are, explain what the morals are, 

and then they need to hold themselves to those ethics…’, 
 

or 
 

‘…People are the core of everything… There is a huge ethical question behind this…’ 

 

As stated by one of the respondents, ethics impact the ways how changes will be implemented: 

‘…Are you actually involving people to do something really different? How you are dealing with 

the data, how you are approaching, if there are any other ways for me to be assertive without 

dealing with sensitive information…’ 

 

The transformation journey should be accompanied with thinking about consequences.  

Sometimes, it is not easy to identify what consequences are positive and what are negative: 

‘…You need actually go down to multiple levels of thinking about what consequences are.   So, 

that's not necessarily easy to do because there are positive consequences, but also negative 

consequences, but sometimes negative consequences can have positive consequences…’ 

 

Despite the consequences mapping is not an easy task, it should be implemented because for the 

company not considering the ethical aspects might carry risks: 

 

‘…But if you don't take the time to find out what the consequences are, then you will not know 

whether you are potentially putting yourself in trouble for…’, 
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or  

 

‘…when we deliver algorithms and we write algorithms there is a big emphasize on ensuring that 

there is no sense of bias decision – making process for automation around…’ 
 

One of the respondents discussed the implementation of the distinct roles in their company  that 

helped to organize multiple levels of thinking about consequences and constant monitoring of what 

is happening. These processes are part of  the Artificial Intelligence projects in the organization: 

‘…So, there is actually consequences mapping…So, in the AI area, for example, we talk about 

having three distinct roles…trainers…sustainers…explainers…’ 

Another participant believes that  some regulations for innovative projects should be implemented. 

And at the same time, it is important to keep balance in this area: 

‘…The regulatory checks are very important for innovations. The innovative product has to be 

regulated.  It is hard. It is a balance area…’ 

Thus, although ethics is ambiguous area, the participants discussed the importance of considering 

ethics when the company implements data – driven initiatives.  Thorough thinking about the ethical 

aspects of  a project can reduce the risks for the company. The respondents identified several ways 

that help to mitigate the negative consequences, such as ethical standards introduced to the teams, 

distinct roles, and regulation of innovative projects. 

4.5     Hierarchy of the Themes 
 

Thus,  during the data analysis stage twelve  themes were identified  which are related to the 

research question. Two first themes explain how the interviewed companies understand data – 

drivenness and what value the transformation is bringing for their business.  The third theme 
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directly describes the prerequisites for the transformation to a data – driven business model. The 

next nine themes present  the factors  that led to the success of transformations in these companies. 

The hierarchy of themes and relationships between them are presented in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Relationships of the Themes 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions 
 

5.1   Introduction 
 

In this chapter, the findings are discussed in relation to the literature review.  The themes, identified  

based on the analysis of the primary data, are considered within the confines  of concepts and terms 

introduced in the literature review part.  

The aim of this research was to identify the key factors that lead to the successful transformation 

of a company to a data – driven business model, how these factors help to overcome the existing 

challenges and what limitations they have. In this part of the report, the researcher discusses how 

the results of the primary research fit the literature review.  The main findings are summarized and 

collated with the review of the previous theories and research in this area.  Application of the 

identified success factors for transformation to a data - driven business model is discussed.  

5.2  Summary of  the Findings 

 

In the previous chapter of the report, the findings were structured in twelve main themes.  The first 

three themes describe the following elements:  

1. What characteristics do these companies have to be considered as data – driven? 

2. In which way does data generate value in their organizations? 

3. What are the prerequisites for the successful transformation to a data – driven business 

model?  

The other nine themes describe the success factors that helped the participants to overcome the 

transformation challenges that they introduced during the interviews.    The formulated collection 

of the themes provides the framework for discussing the findings in relation to the concepts 
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reviewed in the literature, such as characteristics of a data – driven company, data – driven business 

model, existing transformation challenges.  The themes close the research gap, discovered during  

the previous studies review, and answer on the research question: “What are success factors for 

moving towards a data – driven company?”    The identified factors are presented in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19 Success Factors for Moving Towards a Data-Driven Company 

Thus, the respondents highlighted nine main factors for the successful transformation and the 

following prerequisites: skilled people, thorough processes assessment, right technology choice, 

data capturing, data quality and data security.   

In the next sections, the findings are discussed in terms of the previous research. 
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5.3  Discussion of the Findings 
 

5.3.1  Data – Driven Company: Characteristics and Value from Data 

 

The literature review conducted in Chapter 2 reveals that a data – driven company includes 

technology and non – technology aspects. However, at the same time, some previous studies 

demonstrate that many executives in the companies still consider a data – driven company only in 

the context of technology.   They underestimate the importance of people and processes aspects 

and focus mostly on the data analysis part instead of getting valuable insights.   With the purpose 

to understand on what elements the companies participated in this study made an accent defining 

themselves as data - driven, the researcher addressed to the participants the following question: 

What does it mean for your company to be data – driven?  The answers of the respondents revealed 

that in the first place they put people and processes, and the technology only underpins the data – 

driven business model in their organizations.  Thus, they consider data – drivenness as a 

multifaceted phenomenon where technology and non – technology elements are important. 

However, the main accent is made on the non – technology aspects by the participants of this 

research.  

The literature also reveals the different characteristics of a data – driven company, such as decision 

– making based on data, adaptiveness, efficiency, data awareness, generation of valuable insights 

from data. Most of these characteristics were emphasized by the participants of this study when 

they described their companies.  The respondents defined a data – driven company as a company 

where all important decisions supported by data. This definition matches with the final stage of 

the evolution model of the data – driven company that was offered by (Penn, 2017) and discussed 

in the literature review.  In this model, the author also identified that a company has an advanced 
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level of data – driven maturity when data is a strategic asset and supports all main decisions in this 

company.  

The literature also describes the  transformation to a data – driven business model through affecting 

the core components of a traditional business model (value creation, value capturing and value 

proposition) by data.  This effect is expressed in the following ways: increasing efficiency of 

internal processes, better decision – making, new revenue models and improving customer 

experience.  The participants of the current study emphasized a similar effect from the 

implementation of the data – driven business model. The respondents highlighted that this model 

helped them to make decision – making more confident, to improve internal processes and 

customer experience through the identification of the various inefficiencies, and to elaborate better 

business strategy.  

Thus, the findings as the literature emphasize the importance of consideration of non – technology 

components together with technology ones by the companies to be able to reach the full data - 

driven maturity. Both the previous studies and the current research highlighted fact – based 

decision making, adaptiveness, efficiency, data awareness and valuable insights from data as the 

main characteristics of a data – driven company.  During the discussion of the research rationale, 

the researcher pointed out that before the transformation, it is necessary to answer two main 

questions: ‘what to transform?’ and ‘how to transform?’.  The literature gap is the second question: 

‘how to transform?’. And with the aim to answer this question, this study investigated the success 

factors for moving towards a data – driven company. In the next sections, the factors, identified 

from the primary data, are discussed together with the challenges presented in Chapter 2.  
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5.3.2  The Prerequisites for Success of  Transformation to a Data – Driven Business Model 

 

The literature mostly makes an accent on the prerequisites related to data in a company.   In 

particular, the literature discusses two main aspects: data capturing and data access.   Additionally, 

the increased role of data governance is highlighted due to new legal conditions such as GDPR, 

spreading cloud -based solutions and increasing data volumes.   The literature reveals that a good 

data management system, including information about gathering, analysing, using and maintaining 

data, is a solid foundation of a data – driven company.   The current study also described the 

prerequisites required for the transformation to a data – driven business model. The participants 

expand the foundation of a data – driven company by including  into it, besides the data component, 

three more components: people, processes and technology.  The findings highlighted that the 

companies need to think not only about the data processes and data infrastructure, but also about 

the processes and technologies in general. Before starting the transformation in their companies, 

they made an accent on building the skilled team, assessment of the existing processes and how 

they match with the data – driven initiatives, and integration capabilities of their systems.  That 

transformation was considered as a change of the way the company works.  

5.3.3  The Key Factors for Success of  Transformation to a Data – Driven Business Model 

 

This study reveals the nine key factors for successful transformation to a data – driven business 

model that were distinguished by the participants of the research. These factors were identified 

and described with the aim to help solving the various challenges emerging during the 

transformation.  
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Aligning data – driven initiatives to business objectives 

In the literature review, the lack of leadership support and corporate strategy is discussed as one 

of the main challenges in transformation.  The previous research identifies many reasons for that, 

such as the short – term goals, absence of common business language and resistance.  The previous 

IBM study discussed in Chapter 2 showed that one of the main challenges lies in moving 

technology into the C-suite.   Even if the data analytics tools are in place, the managers still use 

intuition – based decision making instead of fact – based.    The participants of the current research 

also emphasized these challenges. Therefore, aligning data - driven initiatives to business 

objectives they identified as one of the main factors for the successful transformation to a data – 

driven business model. The respondents stated that the clear view on how the data – driven 

initiatives fit the business strategy of the company helps to mitigate the risk of transformation 

failure.  To be in line with business strategy is a key part. The findings suggested two ways that 

support the integration of business strategy and data strategy in a company.  Collaboration between 

IT and Business and people with a combination of business and technology knowledge in an 

organization may help to change the mindset of the executives and facilitate more fact - based 

decision making.  

Early and whole company involvement 

Both, the previous research and the current study consider the data - driven change as a journey.   

It is not a short – term initiative. At the first stage of the evolution model of a data – driven 

company, discussed in the literature earlier, a company resists data.  The findings discovered the 

similar resistance concerns that existed in the companies participating in the current study and 

suggested early involvement of a company at all its levels as one of the main success factors for 

transformation. The participants mentioned the fear factors, lack of interest, poor understanding of 
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data – driven initiatives and lack of time among the employees.  They stated that communication, 

education of the employees, systematization of the transformation processes, emphasis on the 

benefits are important in reaching data – driven maturity.  The literature highlighted that a data – 

driven company incorporates data functions into all key processes, such as customer experience, 

marketing, supply chain, sales and others.  The respondents of the study also mentioned the 

presence of the analytics functions almost in all key processes and indicated this as one of the 

reasons why the whole involvement of a company into transformation initiatives is a significant 

element of the success.  

Flexible management approach and support from management 

The findings identify the flexible management approach and management support as a key part of 

the successful transition.  The previous research by the Global Center described in Chapter 2 shows 

that one of the key reasons of digital transformation failure is an assurance of business leaders that 

digital disruption is not their concern.  The respondents of the current study also indicated that 

without management involvement the transformation would not be possible.  All the participants 

agreed that top – down management approach helps in many aspects of the data – driven change.  

However, they also believe that the management approach should be flexible and adaptable. The 

findings described the corporate culture as one of the serious concerns that should be considered 

during the implementation the data - driven initiatives.  The results emphasize the importance of 

maintaining a good balance in data and project management methodologies usage. 

Centralization and automation of infrastructure 

One of the technology-related challenges, discussed by the literature, is the legacy systems and 

decentralized infrastructure. Usually, the companies start the transformation to a data – driven 
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business model without proper data integration that leads to the situation when it is not possible to 

implement the required changes in the legacy systems at the later stage and this makes the 

architecture even more decentralized.  Thus, the companies have large investments in analytics 

software with a very small return.   The findings of the current research also reveal data integration 

challenges.  The respondents described, for example, the situations when data were extracted 

manually because it was not possible to get access to them from the old systems automatically.  

Centralization and automation of infrastructure are considered by the participants of this study as 

the ways to overcome these challenges.  The findings reveal the importance of centralized data 

storage in the companies and intelligent automation of all systems.  Although, they noticed that it 

could be a big investment for many companies. 

Skill level of employees: data literacy and training 

The previous research discussed in Chapter 2 demonstrates the competency gap that creates a 

challenge in building a data – driven company.  The shortage of skills is observed in both private 

and public sectors and the trends show the demand for data specialists is increasing.   The 

respondents of the current study also noticed that data literacy is crucial for the nurture of the data 

– driven culture in the company.  Understanding that the real power of analytics is people, the 

participants emphasize the importance to invest in the various training programs at all levels of the 

company and education not only for technical specialists, but also for business experts, and 

facilitating self – service Business Intelligence. 

Budget explicitness  

The previous research reveals that the lack of budget transparency during the implementation the 

data projects is another challenge highlighted by most companies. The data initiatives are 
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considered as the integrated set of projects affecting many business units in the company, the 

standard budgeting process is not always suitable for them.  Nevertheless, the findings identify 

that, regardless of the existing challenge, the companies should strive to the budget explicitness in 

such initiatives. Here, the participants of the study offer the following approach: a clear 

understanding of the company’s data landscape, cost structuring and planning instead of just 

adopting of the competitor’s model. The previous experience in budgeting data projects or external 

expert’s advice are also can be useful.  

Innovative and collaborative environment 

The literature reveals how data change a traditional business model. One of the previous research 

states that a data – driven business model differs from a traditional business model by enabling 

innovations in a company and making a company very adaptive.  The respondents of the current 

study, understanding this feature, emphasize the importance of creating innovative and 

collaborative environment in their organizations. The findings reveal that the companies need to 

create favourable conditions where people will be motivated to innovate. The respondents 

discussed the implementation of the various idea competitions, information sessions and micro 

innovations in their companies. The competitions and information sessions enable collaboration, 

sharing and discussion the new ideas in a company.  The micro innovations approach helps to 

apply changes gradually.  

Data consistency and data security 

The literature reveals that the companies, transforming their business model to a data – driven, 

face with the various data issues - integration of multiple data sources, data quality, data security, 

translating data into business insights.  One of the previous studies, reviewed in Chapter 2, 
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demonstrates that failure to properly configure and secure data – related technologies led to the 

various data breaches.  Nowadays, data security is  one of the biggest concerns for many reasons, 

such as the development of cloud – based technologies or strict regulations.   As in the literature, 

the respondents of this study emphasize the importance of the implementation of data security 

controls as part of the transformation.  They concluded that compliance with GDPR became one 

of the biggest external factors that affected their organizations. The findings revealed that the data 

security controls should be applied in the companies from the early stages of the data – driven 

journey, the data should be thoroughly classified based on sensitivity and managed accordingly. 

Another  important challenge that was revealed by the literature and the findings is multiple 

sources of data in the companies that lead to the various inconsistency issues.  The  current study 

reveals the ways for improving data consistency, such as  single source of truth when the whole 

company uses the same data (relevant and referable ) for decision-making or staff education about 

the importance of data quality. 

Ethics in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence projects 

Both the literature and findings emphasize that ethics is an ambiguous area and includes more 

aspects than the legal regulations.   One of the previous studies highlighted that data analytics 

increased the gap between what is possible and what is legally allowed. The results of the current 

study also noticed that data innovations are not properly regulated at the moment.  The respondents 

emphasize the necessity to implement the regulations in this area. However, they also noticed that 

it can be hard, and the balance must be maintained.  The findings identify the implementation the 

ethical standards in the company and thorough consequences mapping as one more factor that 

determines the success of transformation to a data – driven business model.  The respondents 
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highlighted that the development of the processes for the management of ethics in data projects 

can help mitigate the various ethics - related risks.  

5.4  Strengths and Weaknesses of the Research 

 

Due to the time limitation of this research, the analysed sample contains only five respondents.  

This creates constraints for generalization of the results to a wider population.  The study generated 

qualitative information; interpretation of such type of results is subject to bias.  The results of this 

work do not contain the definitive framework for implementation of a data – driven business 

model. The findings were formulated based on the particular experience of the five companies.  

The aim was to explore the initial set of factors that lead to a successful transformation to a data – 

driven business model, without narrowing the scope, for example, to a particular industry or size 

of the companies.   

Not less important, to emphasize the strengths of the research.  The approach, used in this study, 

helped to understand a topic in depth.   Through the flexible, broad and scattered method, the 

research concentrated on revealing the big picture of the transformation to a data-driven business 

model.  The previous literature mostly focused on understanding what data – drivenness means 

and how valuable this model could be for businesses, paying less attention to the ways how it 

actually can be achieved.  

5.5  Recommendations for Future Research 

To make the results more generalizable and reveal more information about the success factors for 

transformation to a data-driven business model, future studies can choose to conduct the research 

on this topic by using a bigger sample.  The initial set of the factors identified in the current 

research can be specified or expanded in future works.  Further research also can focus on the 
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assessment of the suggested factors across the industries or across the companies of the different 

sizes: enterprises, medium-sized and small companies, to understand specifics and adaptability of 

the factors for them.   

 

5.6   Application of the Research 
 

The results of this research can be used as recommendations for the broad range of the companies 

that are considering or conducting the data – driven change.  The identified set of factors can be 

taken into consideration during the implementation of the different parts of the transformation: 

people, processes or technology.  The companies interviewed in this study reveal that their 

experience demonstrated that transformation to a data – driven business model better to be 

considered as a journey, not like an individual project.  The experts from both business and IT 

units in the companies using the findings can get an idea not only about the success factors of data 

– driven initiatives, but also about the main characteristics of a data – driven business, benefits of  

a data – driven business model, prerequisites for starting such initiatives in the organizations.  The 

results of this study are also assumed to be used as a reference point for future studies in this field. 

5.7  Conclusion 
 

This study accomplished three main objectives: research on the existing challenges in the 

transformation to a data – driven business model; identification of the key success factors for the 

transformation, and description of  the benefits and limitations of the suggested factors.  The results 

of the study revealed the prerequisites and nine main factors for the successful transformation to a 

data - driven business model.  The applications of the success factors in overcoming various 

transformation challenges were discussed.  The study does not offer the generalized framework; 
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the findings, formulated based on the transformation experience of five companies, can be used as 

recommendations for the professionals considering a data – driven change for their businesses. 

The research described the transformation to a data – driven business model as a journey that 

should involve a whole organization. The suggested factors covered the aspects related to four 

main components: people, processes, technology and data. Although, technology underpins the 

transformation, the findings revealed that the interviewed companies focus more on the non – 

technology factors.  The results described the practices that help to overcome resistance, 

competency and mindset gap, lack of budget transparency, legal and ethical concerns, various data 

security and integration issues, the challenges related to multi – faceted nature of such initiatives. 
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Appendix A: Information Sheet and Consent Form 
 

INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS 

 

PROJECT TITLE 

Transformation to a Data – Driven Company: Success Factors 

You are being asked to take part in a research study on success factors for building a data – driven 

company. My background is in Information Technology and Business.  In the previous 3 years, I 

worked as a Data Architect in e – commerce and media companies and participated in data – driven 

initiatives. Currently, I am a full – time MBA student at Dublin Business School.  

WHAT WILL HAPPEN 

In this study, you will be asked to participate in a semi - structured interview session. During this 

session, I am looking for success stories of transformation a company to a data – driven business 

model: the key success factors in this journey, benefits and limitations.  I will be audio recording 

an interview and take additional notes. You will not be asked to provide any confidential data for 

this research and the data will be anonymised.  

TIME COMMITMENT 

During the interview, you will be asked to answer a series of questions related to transformation 

practices to a data – driven business model. The interview will take between 30 and 45 minutes.  

PARTICIPANTS’ RIGHTS 

You may decide to stop being a part of the research study at any time without explanation required 

from you. You have the right to ask that any data you have supplied to that point be withdrawn / 

destroyed.  

You have the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question that is asked of you.  

You have the right to have your questions about the procedures answered (unless answering these 

questions would interfere with the study’s outcome.  A full de-briefing will be given after the 

study). If you have any questions as a result of reading this information sheet, you should ask the 

researcher before the study begins. 

CONFIDENTIALITY/ANONYMITY 

The data I collect does not contain any personal information about you.  

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

I or / and my supervisor will be glad to answer your questions about this study at any time. You 

may contact my supervisor at martin.odea@dbs.ie.  

 

mailto:martin.odea@dbs.ie
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 

PROJECT TITLE: Transformation to a Data – Driven Company: Success Factors 

  

PROJECT SUMMARY:  

The purpose of this research is to identify the key success factors for transformation to a data – 

driven business model. The idea of the project is based on my professional experience gained from 

work in the position of Data Architect on the data related projects in two companies.  Becoming 

“data – driven” is one of the central objectives for companies over the past decade. The 

organizations try to treat data as an asset and adjust their strategies to emphasize data analytics.   

The primary data will be collected through a series of face – to – face interviews with data experts 

and managers in the companies implementing data – driven initiatives.    

 

By signing below, you are agreeing that: (1) you have read and understood the Participant 

Information Sheet, (2) questions about your participation in this study have been answered 

satisfactorily, (3) you are aware of the potential risks (if any), and (4) you are taking part in this 

research study voluntarily (without coercion).  

 

_________________________________   _________________________________ 

 

Participant’s signature     Participant’s Name (Printed) 

 

 

_______________________________   _________________________________ 

Student Name (Printed)        Student Name signature 

 

 

_______________________________                      Date  
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Appendix B: Word Cloud 
 

 

Figure 20 Word Cloud 
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Appendix C: Initial Coding 
 

Table 6 Data Extracts and Codes 

Data Extracts Codes 

Participant 3: “…Sometimes, the data analytics team is very far from the business 

or from the clients. They see the company in terms of tables, information.  But they 

don’t know what happens outside. So, it is very important. I see that where data 

analysts are more involved with the business is better…” 

Participant 4: “…You need to have business experts who know a little bit about 

technology…” 

Participant 4: “…IT has to be also part of data- driven strategy…” 

Participant 5:  “…Sometimes, whether it is IT department that build something 

that they think business want or business part often goes to build something that 

they feel fit to what they do but it may not actually fit with the organization’s 

technology direction.  It is important there is a collaboration between these two 

elements...” 

Collaboration IT 

and Business 

Participant 1: “…as an organisation you need to think what you want to do, you 

need to look what you have, what you think might have to change…” 

 

Participant 2: “…, it is an assessment of the whole efficiency of the processes, 

identify the flows, look at yourself and see how you can solve the problem…” 

 

Participant 5: “…And understanding the data initiatives and be inline with 

business strategies and objectives is the key part…” 

Understanding 

Business 

Strategies and 

Objectives 

Participant 3: “…One important factor is that data must be consistent along all 

areas… That’s very important…to have one source of truth…” 

 

Participant 3: “…The good practice was to have the chief information officer. 

And, when you centralise this all data analysts have the access to the same 

information. And this area gives support to all the areas…” 

 

Participant 4: “…Single source of the truth is very important.  It helps to utilise 

one source for all departments…” 

One Source of 

Truth 

Participant 1: “…the biggest external factor would be regulation, such as 

GDPR…” 

 

Participant 3: “…If you have a data – driven initiative or project, sometimes you 

can’t implement it, the legal frame doesn’t allow you. So, it is an external factor…” 

 

Legal Concerns 
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Data Extracts Codes 

Participant 4: “…Since 2018 it is a big concern, it is a huge responsibility of the 

organization to be complied with GDPR, otherwise, implications of this in terms of 

money are very huge…” 

Participant 5: “…the legal aspect of that would involve consent to use data, and in 

some cases will delay the implementation of the solution…” 

Participant 2:  “…The data governance is fundamental… with the wrong 

information you tell the wrong story, that’s very risky itself if you are taking a 

decision as a manager just looking at the data, well, you have to trust what in there. 

If you don’t trust there is no decision, no good decision will come out of it...” 

 

Participant 5: “…The role of data governance in transformation is crucial… it is 

really crucial to ensure that there is solid control within the implementation along 

the journey from initial scope and specification and till the access data…” 

Importance of 

Data Governance 

Participant 1: “…People who worked in organisations for a long time will have 

opinions and ideas about how best to change things. So, you should take these ideas 

and you can have competitions for new ideas; you can have a lot of information 

sessions…” 

Ask People for 

Ideas 

Participant 4: “…Third thing is innovation. Teams need to be in inspired mode, 

you need some sort of flexibility…You need to motivate people to innovate. And 

innovation, cannot be just big innovation…Micro innovations are important…” 

Participant 5: “…the people we talk about, automating some of their work allow 

them to free time to do more interesting things at work, to think better, allow them 

to make more important contribution…” 

Support 

Innovation 

Participant 1: “…So, there is actually consequences mapping…So, in the AI area, 

for example, we talk about having three distinct 

roles…trainers…sustainers…explainers…” 

 

Participant 5: “…then this algorithm needs to be very transparent, very clear in 

terms of the way they work to ensure that they are ethical, they are not making a 

decision based on the factors that go against good practice and fairness in terms of 

the people involved and the practices that are done…” 

Consequences 

Mapping 

Participant 4: “…I think, the team needs to have these ethical, moral 

standards…That’s start from hiring process…Second thing, whoever is the lead for 

the team of data science or AI, at least they should be ethical, they should be moral. 

So, they can keep checks on the team members. Or that has to be Chief Data 

Scientist or Executive…” 

Ethical Teams 
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Participant 1: “…ethics is debatable. You may have different ethics to what I have 

because it's based on our moral code. For the organisation they need to tell people 

what the ethics are, explain what the morals are, and then they need to hold 

themselves to those ethics…” 

 

Participant 2: “…People are the core of everything… There is a huge ethical 

question behind this…” 

Ethics 

Understanding 

Challenges 

Participant 1: “…You need actually go down to multiple levels of thinking about 

what consequences are 

…sometimes negative consequences can have positive consequences…if you don't 

take the time to find out what the consequences are, then you will not know whether 

you are potentially putting yourself in trouble for…” 

 

Participant 2: “…Are you actually involving people to do something really 

different. How you are dealing with the data, how you are approaching, if there are 

any other ways for me to be assertive without dealing with sensitive information…” 

 

Participant 4: “…If you see something abnormal in the project, you should report 

to your manager. People only inform when the project is going out the budget, the 

project exceeds the timeline. That is monetary aspect. But you should do with the 

ethical aspect the same…” 

Participant 5: “…when we deliver algorithms and we write algorithms there is a 

big emphasize on ensuring that there is no sense of bias decision – making process 

for automation around…” 

Multiple Level of 

Thinking about 

Consequences 

Participant 4: “…The regulatory checks are very important for innovations. The 

innovative product has to be regulated.  It is hard. It is a balance area…” 

Regulation of 

Innovative 

Projects 

Participant 2: “…Obstacles, in terms, there is no budget to, for instance, buy 

license for some specific software…” 

 

Participant 4: “…because of this pressure you want this to get done without 

thinking through it…Because your competitor did it, you should do it. You should 

think through your budget, their budget, it is totally different things…” 

Budget Concerns 

Participant 1: “…The first thing you really need to do when you're looking at your 

data landscape is understanding what the costs will be of acquiring data into the 

systems, of hosting that data somewhere…” 

 

 

Participant 1: “…to host all their data inside the own company…they may choose 

to go into the cloud or somehow the hybrid between two…” 

 

Participant 3: “…If you start small, you don’t plan well and you are wrong you 

will waste money…” 

Data Landscape 

Understanding 
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Participant 1: “…The best thing for a lot of organisations is to take advice from 

people who know what they do, who have done it before.  There is a lot of 

organisations that can help…” 

External Advice 

for Budget 

Participant 1: “…Data literacy is becoming really important for people in 

work…Probably in very soon you won't get the job being a manager of people 

unless you are data literate…” 

 

Participant 4: “…You have to have evangelist in the team who will promote the 

technology, promote the new. At least, one resource should be in the company who 

actually does that…” 

Importance of 

Data Literacy 

Participant 1: “…But the real power for the analytics is people, people who wants 

to do the analytics. that's not necessary IT department, or data analytics department.  

This is businesspeople who feel comfortable working with data and are literate…” 

 

Participant 5: “…find the right people who actually need the change within the 

business for data – driven change…” 

Real Power for 

the Analytics - 

People 

Participant 2: “…I don’t think many people have ability to actually look at data 

and understand what it says. There is a shortage of skills of that and a shortage of 

willingness to this as well, not necessarily from the management point of view, from 

staff…” 

 

Participant 3: “…it can be very difficult to find the right people for this kind of 

projects, because this is a very specific profile, data science or data analyst…” 

Shortage of Skills 

Participant 1: “Training is just something that needs to happen across all 

companies across all the time…” 

 

Participant 2: “…once you understand what kind of problems you need to solve, 

it is easier to just teach people how to do it, so training is essential. You need to 

train right people to do the right jobs...” 

Training 

Participant 1: “…data that you have is not necessarily accessible because it might 

be wrapped up in the third-party product, but doesn’t allow access to the data or 

doesn't allow free access to the data…” 

 

Participant 5: “…if you have something what literately will just connect with your 

systems very quickly then obviously the time to deliver changes and make you more 

data – driven is quicker…” 

Absence of Data 

Access 

Participant 1: “…That will probably require some kind of infrastructure whether 

that a traditional data warehouse with ETL type approach or that's going to be Data 

Lake with the more ELT approach…” 

 

Centralised Data 

Storage 
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Participant 3: “…Use one source of truth, either the central data warehouse, 

whatever you want. Be centralised…” 

 

Participant 4: “…If we want really to overcome this single source of truth 

challenge then we need to focus, first of all, on the infrastructure, centralised, to 

create the standard process…” 

Participant 1: “…You may want to do something like implementing intelligent 

automation. That means that the system needs to be automatable…” 

 

Participant 5: “…A lot of that involves a lot of automation and implementing 

processes that will save the organization’s time and get the more value from the 

resources through automating the processes…” 

Intelligent 

Automation 

Participant 1: “…Technology is often a barrier…” 

 

Participant 5: “…could be depending on what you are using to drive that from 

technology point of view, different integration points and having system that will 

handle it easy…” 

Technology 

Concerns 

Participant 1: “…Culture is always challenge. There is the expression that culture 

eats strategy…” 

 

Participant 4: “…The aspect is very important is culture of the company. It is one 

of the really biggest concern in every company…” 

Culture Concerns 

Participant 2: “…Methods are great, we got the best of each kind of methods and 

we applied to our own projects, to our own way of adapting. It is a hybrid of many 

methods that we learned how to organise yourself, how to be more efficient, how 

to delegate…Flexibility is important…” 

 

Participant 3: “…As I told you sometimes the market is changing very quickly and 

you don’t have time to do this kind of projects. So, you need to do something 

because the market doesn’t wait for you…” 

 

Participant 5: “…we see more partnership approach to the project than two 

different parties, one requesting and one delivering.  It is a pretty joined effort. And 

Agile methodology suites that quite well. Sometimes is important to have ability to 

change direction…” 

 

Flexibility 

Participant 1: “…It's up to down through all levels of the organisation.  People 

have to understand and believe in the journey…” 

 

Participant 2: “…transformations, generally speaking, they have to come top 

down…” 

Up to Down 

Approach 
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Participant 3: “…The order must be from the highest level.  It is very difficult, 

when each area has the power to say no or yes.  That can be an issue…” 

 

Participant 4: “…the second thing is to have support from the executives and the 

senior managers. Someone who will give power to you…” 

Participant 5: “…engaging stakeholders right from the beginning at the executive 

level…” 

Participant 1: “…communication, information, letting people express themselves 

and helping them understand what's happening and that's all part of the process…” 

 

Participant 2: “…The education piece is to be implemented every time…” 

 

Participant 5: “…then it is important to understand the reasons and the fear factor 

that they may have in terms of their role …” 

Communication 

and Education 

Participant 3: “…Also, show the benefits...” 

 

Participant 5: “…The key thing is to outline the benefits are for everyone in this 

project. Mainly, to save the time from the resources within a business that allows to 

spend more time on more value at work…” 

 

Show Benefits 

Participant 3: “…First of all, you need to have the structure of your project…” 

 

Participant 5: “…It is the people, processes and technology in that order…” 

System Approach 

Participant 1: “…making sure that they are involved in the process; they 

understand what the process is; they are asked for their opinions; involving them in 

the story how things move on…” 

 

Participant 4: “…You have to work with people to change their mind set.  The 

major challenge was to convince people to start visual analytics…” 

Participant 5: “…The customer is part of the journey and they need to be 

involved…” 

Full Engagement 

with the People 

Participant 1: “…it is difficult to do that by forcing people, because that makes 

people unhappy, means difficulties in the workplace…” 

 

Participant 2: “…So, they don’t want really to change, people are very resistant…” 

 

Resistance 

Concerns 
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Participant 4: “…There are leadership teams who are supposed to believe in 

intuition rather than data. Or may be sometimes, there is a little bit of laziness of 

people…” 

Participant 5: “…lack of time from key individuals would be a typical one…” 

Participant 1: “…It's bringing users along the journey with you, to be asked them 

to feed the information that you need into the system…” 

 

Participant 5: “...along the journey from initial scope and specification and till the 

access data…” 

Transformation as 

a Journey 

Participant 3: “…the market was very dynamic, it was changing a lot very fast, so 

for the company to be data – driven is to react to the change on the market as the 

same speed and for this you need the support of the data.…” 

 

Participant 5: “…how to react on the events that are occurring quicker and 

easier…” 

Adaptiveness to 

Market Changes 

Participant 1: “…an advanced level of data awareness…” 

 

Participant 2: “…Sometimes, you see stuff like people don’t really have the ability 

to read the excel spreadsheet, just because they don’t know what behinds the 

information  and have to return to consultancy point because they don’t have the 

capacity to actually analyse the data, to tell the story…” 

 

Data Awareness 

Participant 3: “…all strategic decisions or the most important decisions are 

supported with data…” 

 

Participant 4: “…That is data, that is raw asset. How can we monetize that? So, 

based on the data, you can take the decisions…” 

Participant 5: “…being data – driven means that you are relying on facts and 

information…” 

Decision Based 

on Data 

Participant 2: “…Being data – driven is all about efficiency and how you actually 

solve the problems that you have or problems you don’t know that you have…” 

 

Participant 5: “…that allowing you reduce amount of time spent thinking about 

whether take the strategic decision or tactical decision…” 

Efficiency 

Participant 1: “…If you don't capture the information in the first place you can't 

report on it, you can't analyse it, can't use it to predict anything…” 

 

Participant 4: “…Second thing, it is harvesting the data…” 

Data Collection 
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Participant 5: “…always start at the data.  Look at the valuable data within the 

organization that allow to drive business performance…” 

Participant 1: “…make sure, first of all, that is clean, often times, the data comes 

from systems where users are entering data and they may not enter some data…” 

 

Participant 3: “…As I mentioned, first of all, the quality of information. Because 

if you have the information with low quality is very difficult to build something…” 

Data Quality 

Participant 1: “…first of all, they need DPO - they need a Data Protection 

Officer…” 

 

Participant 3: “…Also, the security…You have to have security control before you 

start the project” 

 

Participant 5: “…if data can be seen as personal or sensitive data always classify 

the information from the beginning to be compliant with any regulation from the 

beginning…” 

Data Security  

Participant 2: “…what needs to be done is assessment of the efficiency or the 

processes. Mainly, speaking, you need to identify your main points of weaknesses 

before you actually assess them within the data – driven initiatives…” 

 

Participant 5: “…And without processes in place then things will be gone 

inconsistent and as part of that data quality will be affected…” 

 

Processes 

Assessment 

Participant 3: “…Buy the right technology, I am talking about software, all the 

technologies are very important as well.  Identify what will be the size of your 

project. If you don’t do this in the beginning, fix these things in the future will be 

very hard…” 

 

Participant 5: “…The technology can underpin the transition, but it also should 

not be the leader of the transition…” 

Right Technology 

Choice 

Participant 2: “…the skill set should be matched…you have to go out to make a 

contract to some consultancy or hire somebody to solve the problem with their 

specific skill sets…” 

 

Participant 3: “…to have the right people is very important…” 

 

Participant 4: “…Second thing, you need to have good technology team and good 

business team…” 

Participant 5: “…Without people believing in and trusting what the organization 

are doing then success is not going to happen…” 

Skill Set 
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Participant 2: “…So, business strategy is directly related to whatever is happening 

to our data. That is direct benefit for the business and efficiency…” 

 

Participant 4: “…The third part is if you have historical data can you predict what 

I will earn the next year. That is predictive analysis…” 

Business Strategy 

Identification 

Participant 2: “…you are more assertive when you are taking a decision as a 

manager…” 

 

Participant 5: “…let your decision be much more accurate and much more 

informed…” 

Confident 

Decision Making 

Participant 2: “…They are really not necessarily solving problems but they are 

learning about what kind of issues do they have…” 

 

Participant 3: “…to improve the experience of the clients with the contact 

point…” 

 

Participant 3: “…If you do market research when something happens you know 

the results one moment after. But with social media you can listen to your clients 

and react, to know their opinion at the moment…”  

 

Participant 4: “…The first thing is root core analysis…” 

Participant 4: “…The second thing is you just want to know what the performance, 

how things went last year, historical analysis…” 

 

Issues 

Identification  
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